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N a tio n a l C o m in g O u t
D a y celeb ra tes d iv e r sity
survived the attack that left me in a coma for three
weeks, and in another year 1 will probably be able to
walk again.”
In celebrate "National ('oining Out I ).ty," a diverse
Angela Kramer, an English freshman, was the first
panel of speakers assembled Luesday .it ('al l‘oly to dis speaker on the panel. She discussed coming to terms
cuss issues concerning both the gay and straight com with her homosexuality and what it was like coming
munity 111 the Veranda C'afe.
out.
“Straight Answers from Across the Raiiibow” was
“1 have always kiuiw n there was something different
organized as a senior project by (Liitlin Cibb and with me and 1 was constantly reminded of that at
Rebeka l.e\in, both psycholog\- seniors, (iibb and school.” Kramer said.
1evil! opened the discussion by reading a poem enti
She was a tomboy growing up until the eighth
tled “Yes, I Believe,” which used quotes from people grade w hen she decided to grow her hair out and be
w ho have been atfei ted by prejudice.
more like a “norniar high school student, something
“I am one of the luckv ones, 1 guess.” 1 e\ in said. “I she now regrets. Kramer said even though she was
accepted at school, she took out
her aggressions on her family.
By her junior and senior
years, Kramer began to date
girls.
“ I have never felt so comfort
able and confused at the same
time,” Kramer said.
Kramer said she is still work
ing at accepting herself as a les
bian, but doesn't promote her
sexuality.
“1 don’t have any shirts that
s.iy ‘I love 1 esbians’, or ‘gays-rus'.” Kramer said.
Adrian I lerrera is an aero
.
( O L R I I ,SY 1*11010
space engineering junior, a (Lil
l^orelei Monet, a transsexual speaks at the event about her organiza
Poly lacrosse player, the vice
tion, GALA. Gay and Lesbian Alliance of the O n tra l Coast.
see Day. page 2
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Dexter hosts sexual assault display
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When Adrian Herrera received
his bid in a fine lotiking enveUipe
with the engnived Cireek insignia of
Tan Kappa Epsilon, he was shocked.
For Herrera, the idea of receiving
a bid from a prominent fraternits
was a shocking, but a rare opportu
nity that needed to be seized. He felt
grateful.
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TKE vice president discusses
an alternative brotherhood
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As a “rushee," I lerrera who is g.iy,
took the risk to “come out” to fr.iternity brothers during initial rush
interviews.
“ It w.is a big step in the right
direction when they gave me my
bid,” Herrera said, adding that it is a
honor because the fraternity as a
whole decided to accept him and his
alternative lifestyle.
lb some, his alternative lifestyle
sec Brotherhood, page 2

United Way kicks off
its charitable campaign
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Liberal studies junior Piper Dwight reads the Mustang Daily in front of the Sexual Assault display on the
Dexter l.awn Wednesday. The display was an attempt to increase student awareness of sexual assault. The
spoons in the ground represent the number of men and women who will be sexually a.ssaulted by the end
of college. The women were represented by 1,990 white spoons and the men by 960 orange spoons.

The United Way of San Luis
Obispo County began its
Chilifornia
State
Employees
Cdiaritable C'ampaign (C'SE(X') on
Mond,iy.
The county-wide event gives
employees of state agencies a chance
to donate a portion of their paychecks to benefit their choice of
non-profit organizations.
Tony Acilts, chief of police for C'al
I’olys University Police Department
and United Way board member, is
heading the month-long campaign.
“I think contributing to the
United Way is an excellent way of

helping those in our communities
w ho nuy suffer from any number of
life issues," Aeilts said.
“One of the great things about
members of the Cal Poly communi
ty is that we find many ways to help
support our neighbors.”
The campaign includes local
employees from C',.il Poly, Atascadero
State Hospital, C'alifornia Mens
C'olony, C!al Trans, Paso Robles
Youth Authority and State Parks
among many others.
“Traditionally, the C'SECX' has
raised more than $2(M),(MK) in San
Luis Cfbispo (xYunty each year,”’said
Charlotte Alexander, executive
director of United Way of San Luis
see Charity, page 13
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continued from page I

president of the Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity and he is gay. Herrera
spoke about not fitting the stereo
type of a gay man, and how it has
affected his life.
Herrera came out to his parents,
who are both from the Philippines,
and said that his father still doesn’t
truly understand his sexuality.
“Don’t let it get in the way of
your studies, or else,” Herrera said
was his parents only warning.
Amy Narevsky discussed being an
“ally,” which is a straight person
who is supportive of homosexuals.
Narevsky decided to become any
“ally” after hearing of Matthew
Shepard at a conference. Shepard
murdered in an anti-hate crime in
Laramie Wyoming in 199S.
“An ally is just someone who is
there to support someone who is
part of the lesbian, gay or bisexual
community,” Narevsky said.
Rev. Susan Brecht of the
Atascadero United Church of
Cdirist, discussed how being gay fits
into religion, and Marie Moore, an
activist for gay rights, discussed
upcoming issues in politics that may
affect the gay community.
Besides the speakers on the panel,
there were representatives from

clubs from both on and off campus;
including The Pride Alliance,
Parents Families and Friends of
Lesbians and Cays (PFLAC), Cays
Lesbians liisexuals United (CLBU)
and others.
josel Salalima, a computer science
junior and the vice president of
CLBU, told his story of coming out
to his sister last Friday. He did this
over AOL instant messenger by
telling her to go to the CLBU Web
site. It took her a little while to
understand but once she did she was
happy for him, Salalima said.
“ It’s not a path that you can
choose to go down, it is a path cho
sen for you when you are born,”
Salaima said.
After the show, both Salalima and
Kramer said that both of their expe
riences of being gay at C’al Poly have
been overwhelmingly pirsitive.
The panel was only one part of
National “('om ing O u t” day.
Information booths were set up in
the UU, which handed out pam
phlets and ribbons.There was also an
open mike for those who wanted to
speak.
The Pride Alliance will be hold
ing the Respect Zone Ally Program
Friday. The program hopes to teach
heterosexual students, faculty, and
staff, how to speak out against
homophobia.

For up-to-date news beginning at the start of the
school year, visit the Mustang Daily^s Web site at:
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B rotherhood
continued from page I

was a surprise and a hard transition,
while others didn’t seem to care.
The Adrian they had met a week
earlier and the guy that was now
standing before them was no differ
ent.
('oming from his home state of
Maryland to Cal Poly was an
adventure full of new experiences
for Herrera.
Cal Poly and the West Coast rep
resented a whole new world —
including a different atmosphere,
different weather and most of all,
different people.
Herrera, who described himself
as a normal guy, said before coming
out that the members of the frater
nity were often heterosexist — a
common problem that Herrera
faces when meeting new people.
Heterosexism is a prejudice
exhibited when one assumes that
others are heterosexual based on
their looks, personality or manner
isms.
“1 didn’t look like I was gay,”
Herrera said. “Their perception was
that 1 fit the mold of aTEKE before
they knew I was gay.”
At Cal Poly and around the
United States, the presence of gay
males in fraternities is usually a rarity.
For those few gay men who do
venture into the greek system,
coming out can be a great and pos
itive e.xperience at times, and at
other times can reflect a common
prejudice.

For people like Herrera, the
process of joining a fraternity was a
positive experience — one of
exploration and expansion for both
him and his brothers at Tau Kappa
Epsilon. However, for many other
men around the country, the
process can be negative and limit
ing.
On Oct. 1, Fierrera’s experiences
and the experiences of other gay
fraternity members from around
the country was released in a book
entitled “Brotherhood: gay life in
college fraternities.”
The book highlights both posi
tive and negative experiences of gay
men joining fraternities or active
members coming out to their
brothers.
In Herrera’s case, Tau Kappa
Epsilon accepted his lifestyle and
was able to evolve its house into
one that accepts its members based
only on the content of their charac
ter and not the orientation of their
sexuality.
Herrera said this is not the case«
for other fraternities at C'al Poly.
“1 don’t know if 1 would have
been able to pledge for another fra
ternity had 1 come out to them,”
Herrera said.
There is an impression that the
greek system is not accepting,
GLBU faculty advisor Matt Carlton
said.However, the trend of accep
tance does not stop at Tau Kappa
Epsilon, but is also present at Delta
Chi, another social fraternity affili
ated with Cal Poly, Delta Chi
President Chris Testa said.
“I am very open to it, I think it’s

stnnething that could be very good
for our house,”Testa said.
Testa said that his house would
probably be accepting, but could be
initially apprehensive of pinning a
pledge that e.xercised a gay lifestyle.
“1 feel like it would be hard for
some guys to deal with it,” Testa
said. “(')verall, I think that the
house would adapt.”
Many fraternity members believe
that their sexuality is a pillar of
brotherhood and many events sur
round a heterosexual lifestyle.
Mixers, formais and other social
events within the greek system
cater to a heterosexual lifestyle in
that they encourage interaction
between the sexes,Testa said.
“It would be hard for an active to
come out and stay active,” Testa
said. “It would be very difficult.”
Although there are few known
gay social fraternity members at C'al
Poly, there are people of the same
orientation that have chosen to
walk another path toTirotherhood.
“Yeah, that (social fraternities)
didn’t really appeal to me,” said Eric
Hubbs, president of Delta Sigma Pi,
("al Poly’s co-ed business fraternity.
Hubbs has been a member since
his freshmen year when he came
out to the fraternity. Hubbs is now
a senior.
“People who are living a more
balanced life are a little more open,”
Hubbs said of his fraternity mem
bers. “It’s not really an issue at all.”
This openness is also evident in
see Brotherhood, page 13
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Did you know that an infraction for using
marijuana o r other drugs, including alcohol,
could cost you your driving privilege for a year?

D on't plead guilty until you taBc ip a lawyer!
Call for a free in itial consultation today.

544-7693
www.stulberg.com

Jeffrey D, Stuiberg
a Law Cofp.
•. Confitlafittai ^
€lfecti¥a

EMERGENCY CARD

Cram It and Jam It!
' 60 Second Jansport shopping spree!
Drawing held diursday Oct. 13th a t 11:30am
HoRarchaseHecessary. Mast bopresont to wk.

'Jansport Week Grand Prize Drawing
Drawing held Friday Oct. 14th a t 2:00pm
HoParchasoMHOssary. Mast bopresent to athi.
One entiy per person please. One entry form enters you in both drawings!

If arrested p re sen t th is card
Officer I am exercising
my right to remain silent
My lawyer is Jeffrey D
Stfjiberg I want to make a
phone call right now

D o n 't Forget, 2 0 % o ff a ll
Jansport th is m onth o n ly !
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Disguised Israeli forces capture
wanted Hamas militant

C H I N A I N SPA C E

Nasser Shiyoukhi
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School children wave the Chinese national flag in their classroom as they watch the launch of the country’s
second manned spacecraft Shenzhou VI in Jiuquan city, China’s northwestern Gansu Province, on Wednesday.

C h in a lets p u b lic w atch latest space launch
Joe M cDonald
ASSCH I A I H ) I'KI SS

The Chinese public was permitted to watch the launch
ing o f the country’s second manned space flight live; this
was unavailable to the public durring the first launch

HEIJlNCi — Cdiincse exulted at
their country’s second manned
ning economic growth of the past possibly riskier than the 2(H)3 flight,
space rtight Wednesday after the
two decades.
which carried one person and lasted
government eased its secrecy and
President Flu Jintao and other just 21 1/2 hours.
showed the launch of two astronauts
C'onmuinist Party leaders were
The government did not s.iy how
on live television, scoring a success
shown
watching
Wednesday's long Fei and Nie would st.iy aloft,
in a costly program that communist
launch from a Beijing command but news reports said it could be
leaders hope will win them respect
center, while Premier Wen Jiabao three to five d.iys. The official
abroad and public support at home.
w.is at the Gobi Desert launch base. Xinhua News Agency reported they
C'hildren in Shanghai watched in
“Cdmia’s aerospace science exper had food and water for a week.
class and hundreds of people gath
iments are completely for peaceful
State television broadcast updates
ered around a giant video screen at
throughout the day, showing
Heijing’s main railway sta
more live scenes of the astro
tion to see astronauts Fei
am fccliim really emotional, ihis
nauts, kiunvn m Cdiinese as
Junlong and Nie Haisheng
yuhangs uan, or “travelers of the
is a proud moment — not only
blast off from a base in
universe.” taking off their bulky.
for (Ellina but for (Chinese people
(diina's desert northwest.
22-pound spacesuits and mov
all oner the world...
“ 1 am feeling really
ing around their cabin.
emotional.” said a con
Both Fei, 41, and Nie, who
— LIU
struction worker at the
celebrates
his 41st birthday
( . ' o n s t r i u ' t i o i i w o r k e r .it l i e i j i i i g t r a m \ t . i t i o i )
Ueijing train station, who
Thursd.iy, are military officers,
would give only his sur
former fighter pilots and
name, Liu. “This is a proud moment purposes. It is also a contribution to Ciomnumist Party inembers.
— not only for C'hina, but for human science and the cause of
Xinhua said both men talked to
C'hiñese people all over the world, peace,” Wen said. “We would like, their families from orbit.
and for humankind.”
ttigether with the world’s peoples,
“M.iy you carry out the task
The flight came two years after to make progress hand-in-hand for entrusted to you by the motherland
Cdiina launched its first astronaut peaceful use of outer space.”
and return smoothly,” Fei’s wife.
into orbit in October 2(M>3, becom
The secrecy surrounding the Wang Jic, w.is quoted as s.iying. The
ing only the third nation able to 2(K)3 launch blunted the event’s report said Nie’s wife wished him
send a human into space on its own, value as a propaganda event. Many luck, and “at these words, Nie
after Kussia and the United States. Chinese said they felt little connec Haisheng was in tears.”
None of that flight was telecast tion to the launch, and when the
The Shenzho, or Divine Vessel,
live, apparently out of fear that Shenzhou .5 capsule was displayed in capsule is based on Russia’s work
something might go wrong. But on Beijing after its return from orbit, it horse Soyuz, though with extensive
Wednesd.iy, (diinese viewers were attracted only modest crowds.
modifications. China also bought
allowed to see the liftoff and live
But the decision to engage the technologN' for spacesuits, life-sup
scenes of Fei and Nie in their cock public by showing Wediicsd.iy’s port systems and other equipment
pit as they roared skyward. A camera launch already appeared to be p.iy- fmiii Moscow, though officials say all
attached to the outside of the rock ing dividends.
of the items launched into space are
et showed the ground dropping
At the Xiang Ming Middle Cihinese-niade.
China has had a mcketry program
away.
School in Shanghai, students in
The manned space program is a teacher Feng Qiang’s science class since the 1950s and fired its first
key prestige project for the commu watched on a projection TV and satellite into orbit in 1970. It regu
nist government. C'hinese leaders cheered when the capsule reached larly launches satellites for foreign
hope that patriotic pride at its tri orbit. They held up handpainted clients aboard its giant Long March
umphs will shore up their standing signs saying,“My heart takes flight,” boosters.
Chinese space officials say they
amid wrenching economic change and “Celebrate the successful
hope to land an unmanned pmbe on
and public anger at corruption and launch.”
a growing gap between rich and
“ It’s a very great day for our the moon by 2010 and want to
poor.
country,” said 15-year-old Seymour launch a space station.
Abroad, the government is eager Lee.“It feels like we’ve been waiting
Associated Press correspondent
to project an image of China as a 50 years for it.”
Christopher
liodeen in Shanghai con
The mission this week is expect
rising power with technological and
cultural prowess to match its stun- ed to be longer, more complex and tributed to this report.

HEBRON,West Bank — Israeli
forces disguised as vegetable ven
dors captured a senior Hamas
operative who had been on the
run for eight years, while others
caught a 14-year-old boy whom
militants tried to push into becom
ing a suicide bomber, the army said
Wednesday.
The arrest sweep came as a
Palestinian Prime Minister Ahmed
Qureia said the official investiga
tion into Yasser Arafat's death failed
to determine what killed the long
time Palestinian leader.
Arafat died in a French hospital
Nov. 11 after his health rapidly
declined, and the cause of death
has remained a mystery. His wife,
Suha, refused an autopsy.
The report, issued by a special
ministerial committee that investi
gated the death, said it was “the
result of deep bleeding in the
brain.” However, doctors could not
determine the initial source of his
ailment, the report said.
“French and Palestinian doctors
who treated the martyred brother
found that medicine could not find
the disease which infected Arafat,
neither viruses, nor germs, nor
AIDS, nor bacteria,” Qureia said.
Also Wednesd.iy, gunmen in the
Gaza Strip town of Khan Younis
chased down a car carrying two
foreign journalists and briefly
abducted the men.

Dion Nissenbaum, an American
reporter for the Knight Ridder
newspaper chain, and British pho
tographer Adam Pletts, who was
working on contract for Knight
Ridder, were released Wednesday
night. Palestinian security officials
said the men had been kidnapped
by renegade members of the ruling
Fatah party. Fatah officials and
Palestinian security officers negoti
ated their release, security officials
said.
Israel's new arrest raids across
the West Bank came as part of a
recent crackdown on militants fol
lowing Israel’s pullout from the
(îaza Strip last month.
Undercover forces, some dis
guised as vegetable vendors, arrest
ed Ibrahim Ighnimat, a Hamas mil
itant linked to a 1997 suicide
bombing that killed three Israelis,
four shooting attacks and the kid
napping and killing of an Israeli
soldier, the army said.
Israel has been hunting for
Ighnimat, 47, for eight years and
has doggedly collected information
about him, said Lt. Cxil. David
Kimchi, commander of the opera
tion.
Troops followed Ighnimat for
several days and learned his daily
routine before the arrest in the vil
lage of Tsurif, Kimchi said. 1 he
“vegetable vendors” were used to
get forces into the tow n — consid
ered one of the more hostile in the
I lebron region, he said.
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Corkscrew to screwcap, the movement to boxed wine
Libby Quaid
^SS()C l Al l I) 1'K.I ss

WASHIN(;Tt')N — Some of the
hottest-sdling wines don’t come in a
bottle — they come in a box.
Winemakers have been getting
creative with packaging by swapping
corks tor screwcaps or putting pre
mium varieties like Syrah and Pmot
Cirigio m bo.xes and sales figures
show It’s working.
Tboiigb just a part of the bur
geoning wine industry, sales of pre
mium-priced, 3-liter boxes are
increasing faster than any other seg
ment, according to marketing infor
mation company AC'Nielsen.
Jon bredrikson, an industry con
sultant based in the San Francisco
Ikiy area, said boxed wines appeal to
the growing number of Americans
drinking wine more regularly. They
want something that doesn’t need
uncorking and will last longer than
just a few days.
“ Fhe advantage of boxed wines is
just one of extreme convenience,"
Fredrikson said.“Once they’re open.
It’s just so easy to draw a nice glass of
wine. It’s ideal tor working couples,
people that are kind of passing in the
night.”
Boxes are really bags in bo.xes
with spigots that keep air out. That
keeps the wine from oxidizing.
Fredrikson did his own taste test to
see how the box measured up.
“It drove my wife crazy. I left a
box in the refrigerator for about five

months. I honestly didn’t
notice any deterioration in
taste or quality,” he said.
The amount inside is
also a good value. A 3-liter
box contains the equiva
lent of four bottles of
wine, and the cost trans
lates to around S4 to S3 a
bottle for quality wine. A
box should keep for at least
four weeks after opening.
According
to
AClNielsen, sales of 3-liter
boxes rose 77 percent over
the past year to nearly $31
million, rile most expen
sive category, boxes costing
$]() or more, saw the most
dramatic growth, rising
.337 percent to nearly $h
million 111 sales. AC'Nielsen
records its sales data from
supermarket point-of-s,ile
purchases.
Overall wine sales grew
about
percent to $3.9
billion since last year.
Bo.xed wine actually has
been around for years. But
traditionally, it was low
brow stuff that the wine bottle crowd
wouldn't touch.
Not anymore. Now, 90 percent of
sales of 3-liter bo.xes are by people
switching some of their buying troni
bottles. The rest are starting to buy
more wine or trying it for the first
time, according to AC'Nielsen.Those
figures come from a set of 123,000

because if people can make the men
tal leap from cork to screwcap, mak
ing the leap to a box is a little easier,”
Sproule said. “If you asked anyone
four years ago about screwcap wine,
they’d go,‘Oh, I’d never drink that.’”
Black liox wines aren’t even avail
able in bottles; Sproule figured there
was just no room in the market for
another bottled wine.
Sproule said he has a cult follow
ing of boaters and campers who like
the portability of bo.xes and can toss
an empty box on the campfire to
burn.
New brands introduced in the past
two years make up more than half of
boxed wine sales. The top-selling
varieties in boxed wine are
Chardonnay and Merlot, followed by
the more traditional bo.xed varieties.
White Zinfandel and blush. The
biggest growth in the past year has
been in I’liiot Cirigio and C'abernet
Sauvignon.
The success so far, and news of a
big, good-quality crop of wine
grapes in Cialifornia, have analysts
predicting that boxed wine will keep
growing.
Still, Fredrikson acknowledges, the
box has a lot of baggage. The old
standard 3-liter box that sells Ibr
$3.99 contains inexpensive blends
that are nowhere near as good, he
said.
“Some people think, ‘Oh, it’s in a
box, it can’t be good,”’ he said.“They
don’t understand. This is an upscale,
premium box.”

Shiraz wine
is poured
into a glass
at the
Delicato
Family
Vineyards
tasting room
in Manteca,
Calif. Wine
in a box is
back and it
is being
pushed by a
new crop of
vintners.
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countries, the
households that use in-home scan
ners from the company to record segment we’re talking about is much
larger than in the U.S.”
their purchases.
In particular, the popularity of
“There’s a whole group of con
screwcap
wines has helped boxes
sumers who are comfortable with
purchasing wine that’s not m a tradi overcome their old stigma, said vint
tional bottle,” said Danny Brager, ner Ryan Sproule, who started Black
vice president of ACNielsen’s alco Box Wines in 2(K)3 and has collect
hol beverage team.“ l believe it’s got ed a half-dozen medals for his wines.
“That’s helped us quite a bit
some staying power. In some other
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at the R e c C e n te r at C a l P oly
D o o rs at 7PM

• S h o w S t a r ts a t 8 P M

E a s y S ta r R e c o rd s p re se n ts
PACIFIC JAMDOWN Fe a tu rtn a

• Industrial Technolog'j
Full time. Co-Ops, and Internships Available!
EASY STAR A U STARS

Stop b^ and see vihat vie have to offer!
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Saturday, October 15tb at The Graduate! Wednesday. Nov. 16th at The Graduate
Advance Gantral Alniiuion ticAeta on tale at all VALLiTlX Oatiats inclaiiny Boo Boo Records InSan Lais
OAlsye and Grovtr Baacii. Tha Mid-State Fair Box Office InPaso Robles, Itio UCSB Box Oltico on Itio UCSB
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UC-Berkeley scientists find possible solution for Alzheimers
Cheryl Pon
PAIIY ( A llFOKNIAN (Ul

techniques,” Bustamante said.
forces of attachment and there is a cal tweezers.
By putting single molecule pro- lot that can be learned about the
“This really sets the stage for a lot
teitis through stretching e.xercises, forces that keep it together and also of new research. We saw that during
the researchers are now able to map when the molecule folds back the process of refolding it has to
out the steps leading to the final 3- together.”
make an obligatory stop,” Marqusee
1) structure of a protein and how an
Protein research was also carried said. “So in order to really take the
amino acid sequence deter
field to the next step we
mines its ultimate 3-1) struc
wanted to look at the folding
i i The results suj^^^est that ire will
ture.
process as a single molecule.”
he able to study cases of proteins
Single molecule manipula
Research on a simpler pro
where
the
protein
folds
incorrectly
tion was applied to uncover
tein called RNase H was
cansin<^ abnormalities and diseases
the processes of protein k)ldconducted by grabbing both
such as Alzheimer's...
ing and untblding. This new
ends of the protein and
methodology attacks physical
— CARLOS BUSTAMANTE pulling to relax and unfold its
and biochemical aspects of
structure. The protein was
U C Berkeley chem istry professor
the protein and enables fur- m g
_ _ _ then released and allowed to
ther learning about biological
fold back into its original 3molecules which were not possible out eight years ago in Bustamante’s 1) shape. As the protein molecule
with manipulating many proteins at lab on titin, a family of proteins of had the characteristics of elastic,
a time.
large size found in striated muscle. researchers had to pull a long dis
“The idea is that we want to However, because there was an tance to completely undo the pro
determine what the forces main e.xcess and complication of pro tein.
taining the 3-dimensional structures teins, behavior of an individual pro
RNase H, a ribonucléase and
of proteins are and to accomplish tein was harder to observe. enzyme used to digest RNA, has
this, we break up the structure of Bustamante’s lab developed a pro- been studied by Marqusee, whose
the protein,” Bustamante said. cedure for pulling single molecules, lab researches protein folding.
“ Bulling the protein apart breaks up mostly DNA and RNA, using opti- RNase H removes the RNA from

lU KKUl ^ Y)

liERKFl.HY, Calif. — The com
plex folding structures of proteins
are being unraveled, through yoga
pt)stures.
Researchers at University of
t^difornia-lierkeley have unc(nered the secrets to the folding
processes of proteins into 3-1)
shapes through stretching exercises
similar to Hatha yoga poses, or
asanas.
Principal
investigators
U ('
Berkeley professor of molecular and
cell biology Susan Marqusee and
U (' Berkeley professor of chemistry
t^irlos Bustamante have answered
this question of what happens when
a specific protein in a chain of amino
acids folds in a specific w.iy.
“Studying molecular models that
are tiny little models capable of
converting chemical energy and
mechanical energ\' are important as
our bodv as a whole uses these
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RNA and DNA combinations:
DNA hybrids, allowing newly syn
thesized DNA to be completed.
RNase H is found in nearly all
organisms.
“We attached long pieces of DNA
to the protein that would act as han
dles and we pulled on the DNA
using an optimal tweezer,” Marqusee
said. “The protein would tolerate the
tension and then it would unfold
because it could not tolerate it any
more.”
By watching the protein unfold
and refold, the scientists observed
that before immediately returning to
Its folded state, the protein entered a
period of rest completely unlike its
final structure.
“As we relaxed the protein at
some point it relaxed into a partial
ly-folded form, an intermediate
state, and we could actually watch it
in real-time doing what we call hop
ping, which is going back and forth
many times before it refolded,”
Marqusee said. “What was exciting
was that we could watch it go
through these conformations and go
directly from the globule to final
folded state.”
“This intermediate (state) we
studied had difTerent mechanical
properties than most folded pro
teins. It was more compliant than
and not as brittle as native proteins.
You can stretch it much further and
extend it much more before it
unfolds whereas native proteins
cannot be as compliant,” Marqusee
said.
UC: Berkeley post-doctoral fel
lows Elizabeth Shank and Chro
CT'CConi worked on making the
chemistry work to attach the DNA
handles to the proteins in order to
stretch them.
This research can lead to the cre
ation of new proteins targeted at
specific functions and for the design
of therapeutic drugs and “will help
us understand protein folding disease
as well as help us understand novel
pnneins,” Marqusee said. “We devel
oped a technology to continue our
studies on protein conformational
changes and structure function stud
ies of proteins.”
Marqusee. is the associate director
of QB3, a center among UC
Berkeley, UC: Santa Cruz and UC:
San Francisco, and views her
research with Bustamante as what
QB3 exemplifies. QB3 focuses on
merging quantitive physical sciences
with biological science to approach
biological problems and foster inter
disciplinary science.
In the fpture this technique will
allow researchers to follow proteins
in detail, one molecule at a time, and
see what goes wrong when a mole
cule folds incorrectly.
“One of the main unsolved prob
lems is we still don’t understand how
proteins really utilize the informa
tion coded on amino acids to
prompt It to fold into its correct
structure,” Marqusee said.
“ The results suggest that we will
be able to study cases of proteins
where the protein folds incorrectly
causing abnormalities and diseases
such as Alzheimer’s, which is caused
when instead of folding into its
native structure, a pnitein folds into
an incorrect shape that then poly
merizes and forms filaments that
kills neumns and produces the dis
eases,” Bustamante said.
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Books meet a beat in new dass
“ H ip-hop, Poetics and Politics” is
offered for the first time this quarter
and has proven popular with nearly
40 people were on the waitlist

Jam es M ellor
M U S IA N (. DAIIY

('harisc C!hcney has her students nodding
their heads to the beat of her lecture in a
new, funky-fresh class titled “ Hip-Hop,
Poetics and Politics.”
The class is “experimental,” meaning it is a
valid academic course that provides an
opportunity for experimentation.The class is
not subject to delays that new courses and
programs need before they can be included
in the C'al Poly catalog.
“ Hip-Hop, Poetics and Politics” covers the
dynamics of hip-hop culture, its historical
movement, political significance and social
intluence. The class also examines how hiphop e.xemplifies cross-cultural hybridization
within not only black communities national
ly and internationally, but alst) amongst
indigenous Latino and Asian peoples around
the world.
“The class uses hip-hop culture to exam
ine historical developments in AfricanAmerican communities in the post-civil
rights era,” C'heney explained. “ It also uses
hip-hop culture to study black cultural
dynamics in music, dance, oral tradition, visu
al arts ... 1 also use hip-hop culture to Kiok
at how other people have participated in
black cultural forms.”
Specifically, the class will focus on the four
elements of hip-hop culture: graiTiti art, break
dancing, Djing and rap music.
For graffiti, Cheney showed the classic
hip-hop film “Style Wars” and engaged a dis
cussion on whether graffiti is public art or
public nuisance. The differences were exam
ined between Djing as turntablisin and DJing
as producing or sampling. Rap music has
been discussed in terms of its composition
using poetic techniques such as similes.
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Though it s too late to add “Hip-Hop, Poetics and Politics,” people are welcome to sit in on the class. The class meets are Mondays and
Wednesdays from 5 to 7 p.m. in building 2, room 203.

metaphors, alliterations and narratives.
“ 1 love this class,” kinesiology junior
Rachel White said. “This is one of the classes
I actually really look forward to coining to.
Regardless of quizzes, the whole content of
the course is worth taking.”
Cheney also analyzes the four elements
collectively and examines its cultural mean
ings. The course approaches issues relevant to
outside classes and relates them to hip-hop
culture.

»Sdí

í+tax)

a slice of
cheese pizza

Î 5 ( +

“Each of the four elements also invites dis
cussion about masculine cultural values in
hip-hop,” Cheney said. “We’ve discussed howvalues like competition and braggadocio are
key to understanding the expressions of hiphop culture.”
C'heney also stresses the importance of
hip-hop culture as a movement in her class.
“1 think for young people to know that
they can create something that has had this
great of an impact on the world,” she said.

“This is a youth culture, and the people who
created it are (students’) age. For people who
may feel the world is too big or may feel apa
thetic, it’s important for them to know the
role young people have played in history.”
Assignments for the class have already
included tasks such as critiquing a rap songs
and attending and analyzing a hip-hop per
formances. Cheney also gives weekly quizzes
see Hip-Hop, page 10
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Traditional, Rustic, Family-Styla • Pizzas
Wood-Fired. Thin-Crust Pizzas
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Trattorias are little neighborhood family

Enjoy O^Uk . Bta>*vAyf>€tito!

kitchens, where people stop in for a quick,
inexpensive, but tasty, meal just like Mama
would make. Trattorias are known for great
salads, simple pastas, that are not smoth
ered, but rather crafted with a good sauce.

Cugini’s was started by two cousins with a
long history of family restaurants.
Both are first generation Italian-Americans.

!
!

ANY
sandwich
(+ tax)
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Thur 10-8 • Sun 11-4
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hile 1 do have a
passion for copy
editing the
Mustang Daily, I also love to
cook. In fact, I cook for 100
people at least once a month
for Hillel’s Shabbat dinners
(that’s the Jewish club at C'al
Poly). So 1 guess you could say
I’m a Jewish mother in training
who’s trying to bring you into
the kitchen, but I’ve got some
amazing recipes that you really
ought to have.
I’m starting otTmy weekly
Kancer’s Recipes column with
my fall favorite; pumpkin
bread. My family makes it
every year for all our neigh
bors back home (we’re talking
like 20 loaves) and no one can
ever get enough.
So clip this baby out because
It’s a keeper!

P um pkin Bread
3 1/3 cups flour
3 cups sugar
1 tsp nutmeg
1 tsp cinnamon
1 tsp allspice
1/2 tsp cloves
1 tsp baking soda
1 1/2 tsp salt
1 cup vegetable oil
4 eggs
2/3 cup water
1 can pumpkin (about 1 2/3
cups)

W

1inazcl§
2436 Broad St.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805)544-6862

$ 1 9 .9 5

!

Lube, Oil & Filter Change*

|

FREE

I

Shuttle Service available
to and from Cal Poly!

I

EMILY RANGER
m u s t a n î ; daily

E m il y 's c o o k i n g t ip
o f th e w e e k :

Alw'ays check on anything
you’re cooking about five to 10
minutes before the recipe says it
should be done. Over-cooking
makes food dry and flavor can
be lost. If anything, go for slight
ly undercooked and sorta gooey.

Mix all of the above ingredi
ents well and pour into two
greased loaf pans (9 x 5). Bake
at .^00 degrees for 1 hour 10
minutes. DO NOT over-bake.
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Fanny W rappers

799 Higuera St.
H ours: 10 a.m. to 6:30 p.m., with extended hours
closer to Halloween
Stock: Large variety of Legs Avenue women’s costumes,
assortment of men’s and couple costumes and some object
costumes such as a breathalyzer machine and vodka botde for
the extra creative.
Services: One-on-one service to discuss accessories and fit;
costume try-on for three costumes at a time.
Popular Picks: Bumble bee in entrance (sold out but
R'oixiering), queen of hearts poker and the sexy cop.
‘We are one of the least expensive stores in the
area and we have such a large variety,”
manager Linda Murray said.

TOM .SANDTR.S MUSTANG IMIIV

Costume Capers has already seen increased popularity in Legs Avenue and
Star Wars costumes.
G ood w ill O utlet

Jen n ifer G ongaw are

880 Industrial Way

MUSTANG DAIIY

H ou rs: 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday; 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday
Stock: Rows and rows of previously worn
Halloween costumes, hats, wigs and accessories.
Also a variety of jackets, dresses and other items
that can be used in creating a Halloween costume.
Services: Staff to direct you in the right direc
tion, as signs are placed above the rows with
the names of costume categories such as
witches, doctors and more.
W arning: There are no fitting
rooms at this location.

C ostu m e C apers

984 Chorro St.
H ours: 10:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.; closing half-anhour later every week up to Halloween
Stock: Largest variety in the area. Legs Avenue cos
tumes for the women among many others, men costumes,
every accessory imaginable, hats, wigs and face paint.
Services: $2 try on fee for two pieces (will refund with
purchase), three-day rental with security deposit required.
Popular P icks: Legs Avenue costumes for women and
Star Wars costumes for men.
“Have an idea when you come into the store,”
manager Brandon Farmer said. “We have an
awesome staff that will help you and
direct you to various sections
of the store.”

g fO O H U
U .S. drinking culture distorted

Photoswill nmon Oct. ti.
K-nmil to mu.stangtlafl\photo@gniail.com
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eing a Cdiristian of
legal drinking age
brings up a num
ber of moral questions
within my groups of
tfiends, some being
('hristian and others not.
In my opinion, the issue is
more complex than simply
to drink or not to drink,
but more so why.
In the Cdiristian light, I
view myself as liberal in
comparison to my fellow Jesuslovin’ cronies.
For the record, I did drink before
I was 21, following international law
as far as drinking w,is concerned. In
fact, I disagree with the current legal
drinking ,ige in the United States —
the cliché comment does apply here:
If we can fight and die for our coun
try, should we not be able to enjoy a
R’tfeshing drink?
Look at Eumpean culture ctincerniiig drinking. For the most part
when you can walk, you can drink.
Wine IS served with nearly every
meal, and drinking in general is
done in a casual light. Sadly, this
mentality would never fare well in

\ ’ l ‘. L V I ' . ' r K ( ) I M
DHIVER LIUMin

IV

do lUH think we would h.ive
the exccNsive pn>blems with
underage drinking that we
have heR‘.

The rebellious teen image
will never go away and
underage drinking will
n
always occur regardless of
the legal drinking age. But I
argue that if we lower the
legal drinking age to 18,
then there is one less law to
rebel
against.
the United States.
I know there will be some people
Thougli then.’ an.* others like
myself who do enjoy the R'laxation o f out there who will argue its a slip
pery slope, using my idea in saying
wine or a good beer in the company
that the legal drinking age should go
ofgm xl tfiends, a majority seem to
spend their weekends getting plasteR'd dt>wn to an age like 16. But under
United States law, when a person
every night.
Now, I'm not here to judge or s.iy turns 18, they are considered an
drinking in excess is the most
adult and are assumed to take on
appalling thing there is. On the con more responsibility.
trary. I would say that events like
Unfortunately, there are a few
these are just part of living and
instances w hen I have overloaded
learning about living. We are all try my system with alcohol and felt ter
ing to figure this weird thing called
rible about it later. I am smarter now
the “world” ourselves.
and pride myself on knowing and
If we could adopt the same cultural following my limit. No alternate
outlcKik on alcohol and drinking that realities for me, well until marriage
most Eumpean countries» hold, then I or death that is.
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tating information, she added.
The four-unit class, part of the
ethnic studies department, fulfills
continued from page 7
on lecture material, videos and geperal education area D5 and the
readings in addition to requiring a United States cultural pluralism
requirement.
group presentation.
Though it is too late for stu
“Because (the assignments) are
dents
to add “Uip-Hop, Poetics
out of the ordinary it makes com
ing to class a lot more interesting,” and Politics” this quarter, C'heney
White said. “You get to go out and plans to teach the class again next
enjoy a show, but looking at it from year since there was a high
a dirterent perspective because we demand for the course this quar
ter,
with
have the backnearly
40
ground fnmi
people on the
the lectures.”
riiis hip-hop class has
w’ a i t 1 i s t ,
In the song
Cheney said.
made me fall in love udth
critique, stu
“ I always
dents pick a
hip-hop all over a(^ain.^^
listened
to
song
then
the
music
write an ana
— CHAKISE CHENEY
a
n
y
w
a
ys,”
lytical paper
h ip -h o p . poetics and politics professor
W hite said.
context
“ Now I want
of a class
to
dig
deeper
and
find
what not
theme. The performance analysis
helps students develop standards everyone else is listening to.”
C'heney, who has published
to judge a live show based on the
numerous
notable articles on hipmaterial they have covered in
hop culture, enjoys teaching a
class.
“Because the class is on hip- subject she has such a passion for.
“This class has made me tall in
hop, I really didn’t want to do
standard forms of assessment,” love with hip-hop all over again,”
(dieney said. “ 1 wanted to place said Cheney, who, through
hip-hop culture as the center of preparing the course, has “become
assessment, as opposed to course reacquainted with hip-hop cul
ture and how absolutely tascinatmaterials.”
Doing so forces the student to ing, innovative and fantastic it is.
think about what they are view It’s been an unexpected, pleasant
ing or listening to instead regurgi surprise as well.”

H ip-H op

iPods tak in g on televisio n
David Bauder
ASSCXaAl KI) HRKSS

NEW YC:>RK (AP) — Apple’s
iPod profoundly changed the way
people experience music.What will it
do for television?
The industry was intrigued by
Wednesday’s announcement that
episodes of the hit ABC' shows
“Desperate Housewives” and “Lost”
will be available for Apple’s new
video iPod. Episodes will go on sale
for $1.99 on iTunes the day after they
are broadcast.
For ABC' and its parent Walt
Disney C'o., the bet is that the new
technolog\- will bring in more new'
fans of the programs than will be
taken away from watching them on
traditional broadcast television.
The network’s affiliates were not
told the deal was in the works before
Wednesday, and they’re the people
most likely to be concerned about its
impact. Now the iPod will join digi
tal video recorders and DVDs as
another way of seeing television pro
grams other than their regularly
scheduled times oh the ABC' stations.
Leon Long, chairman of ABCfs
affiliate board and general manager
ofWLC')X-TV 111 Biloxi. Miss., was
n’t worried.
He said if viewers have the

W H ATS rO R
DINNER?
I I I

choice o f watching “Desperate
Housewives” on their wide-screen
television with surround sound or a
two-inch iPod screen, they will
almost certainly watch it on TV.
The iPod option will likely be
attractive to people who missed an
episode and want to keep up with
the story, he said.
He noted that two of the three
series ABC' is offering to iTunes —
the new “Night Stalker” is the other
— are serials that require viewers to
follow' story lines that play out over
several months.
Initially, the downloads might also
appeal to techies who want to try out
the new product and might not nec
essarily be fans of the programs, he
said, which could bring these shows a
new audience.
As for the chance it will pull peo
ple away from his station. Long said,
“It’s certainly a risk but 1 don’t think
it’s a great risk.”
Phillip Swann, president of the
techonology-oriented Web site
TVpredictions.com, said the devel
opment w ill “fail miserably” and have
no long-term impact on the industry.
He said the iPod succeeded for
music because it replicated what
people had been seeking for many
years _ true portability of their
music collections — but there’s no

such demand for portability of
video products.
Unlike listening to music on
iPods, watching videos requires the
undivided attention of users, he said.
“There’s a reason why television at
home is popular,” he said, “because
when you’re watching it, you don’t
have to do anything else.”
But another industry analyst.
Jack Myers, who publishes the
Myers Report, said it was a smart
move by ABC' and Disney to try
and pioneer different ways of dis
tributing their product. The pro
grams most-frequently saved on
digital recorders are generally the
most-watched programs on TV; the
DVRs haven’t made a dent in their
popularity, he said.
Two Disney Cdiannel programs,
“That’s So R.iven” and “The Suite
Life of Zack & C'ody,” will also be
available for sale on iTunes.
NBC' has also had talks with
companies like Apple about new
ways of distributing programming.
C’BS had no immediate comment
on ABCfs announcement.
“Our goal has been and will
always be to make sure that the con
sumer has a great e.xperience and
that our content is well-protected,”
said Deborah Reif, President, NBC'
Universal Digital Media.
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The

VENUE

M-F 1l;00pm-8:00pm

• O n C i t y R u n R o u te

. .’NT

Weekdays 7:00am-7:00pm

• (> P A IN a c o u n ta f o r S u p e r io r ( ir a d e t i

F I.C M > K P I . A N

• 2 4 H f H ir S t a f f

( 8 0 5 ) 5 4 3 -1 4 5 0
w w w .V a len ciaA p a rtm en ts.co m

5 5 5 R a m o n a D r iv e
S a n L u is O b is p o C A 9 3 4 0 5

2 r Convenient ^
^
D in in g
^
jL, on Cam pus! ^

Vi

M-Th (Closed Fridays)
5:00pm-7:30pm
X:00pm-Midnite
Weekends 10am-I:30pm
5:00-7:30pm
8:00PM-Midnite

I- PliiS

Vista
Grande
Restaurant

Tonya Strickland
CAMPUS DINING

/T

IBACi^

■ / Wviconw

N ew E a tery , N ew L ook

M-Th 10:00am-9pm
Fri. 10:0()am-10:00pm
Sat. 10;00am-8:00pm
Sun. Noon-9:00pm

A R K

ET

M-Th 6:30am*10pm
Friday 6:30am-5:30pm
Sat. I0am-5:00pm
Sun. I0;00am-I0:00pm
Wlcom«

WMcom

Mon -Fri 11:30am-2;0()pm
Mon - Thurs 5:00pm-8:00pm
Sunday I0:00am-2:00pm

riu
i.» Ä

MOM isn’t here, eat
dessert first, we won’t tell.

After years o f planning,
three months o f construction
and a seemingly endless flow
o f ideas for the future, the
p eo p le who made Garden
Grille happen are thrilled to
see it open for b u sin e ss.
"It’s just as I imagined it,"
said B o w e n "Sparky"
Turetzky, Cam pus D in in g
maintenance
student
em ployee, as he looked over
the nearly finished interior,
"E verything is co m in g to
fruition."
T u retzk y and f e l l o w
maintenance colleague. Josh
"The Carpenter" Schaa could
be found th ro u g h o u t the
summer months with tools in
hand, busily assembling patio

seating, and fastening lattice
to the wa l l s . T h ey al s o
constructed the large white
gazebo staged in the center
area, fit for a garden, but
made to ex h ib it c a sh iers.

Sparky and Carpenter,
Campus Dining Maintenance
Department student employees
during construction.

aatel a d i i f M w m a n t
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Administration must stop acts o f ignorance
I
have always hated the popular phrase “ignorance is
bliss.” Fall quarter has almost been in session for four
weeks and already the administration has committed
acts that deprive students of truth and knowledge on
campus.
44
The renmval of the symbolic red handprints at places
where sexual assaults have occurred was an act that spread
ignorance. New students now lack the education as to
where those sexual assaults happened. People should
never be afraid to know the truth.
HH
“That is the challenge for me as the role of an educator,”
said Preston Allen, director of Housing and Kesidential Life.
“We need to h.ive the complete picture.”
The printing of misinformation regarding sexual assaults in the
greek community spread ignorance in more ways than one. The
Web sites used outdated statistical information that was irrelevant
to this campus. The pamphlet accused greek members without

ignorance is often committed unintentionally. I doubt adminis
tration was out to stop new students from realizing where sexual
assaults occurred on campus. In addition, I don’t think they were
on a mission to scare new students away from being associ
ated with the greek system.
Nothiflii in the world is more datiiferoiis than
However, their actions were still inappropriate and dis
99
sincere ij^norance and conscientious stupidity.
ruptive to the knowledge of the student community. To
prevent such events in the future, students and the adminis
— MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR .
tration will h.ive to work together in demanding, seeking
and providing information for all.
As Martin Luther King,Jr. once said,“Nothing in the
world is more dangerous than sincere ignorance and conscien
Jennifer Lynn, an architecture engineering professor, not only
committed censorship by removing the (d ’Salsa C'lub’s flyers, but tious stupidity.”
using current, factual information as a basis.
“It raises questions,” Allen said. “We need more information
and come full circle with the message.”

she also promoted ignorance to potential viewers by removing
club information placed on the flier.
This may seem a little far-fetched for some, but in reality,

Rx)m th e b ig screen to th e n o t so b ig screen
gamers find games such as
“C',atwoman,”“The Lord of the Rings:
The Felkiwship of the Ring,” “Star
Wars Episode III: Revenge of the
Sith,” “Scooby'ou’ve
I )oo!” and many
pmbthe
more
squeezed in
ably
between entertaining
read a book that
WORD
and valuable ganii's.
quenched your
You can take a trip to
thirst for life so
o n the
your
local GameStop
much that you
or EH and find these
went and saw its
SCREEN [
titles, most of which
film adaptation
,ui online colum n e.\clusi\e
are still quite new, in
only to be disap
the price cut section.
pointed. In this
with Rvan Chartrand
I heir lack of ganiemassively tech
pl.iy, shortened devel
nological “Year 2(MM(” world we now
opment
time,
disappointing
graphic.il
live in, the idea of a video game .uLiptation of a film adaptation of a novel is pa'seiiUition, sloppy recorded dialogue
and alw.iys short-to-fmish story make
not only a a-ality but an issue in the
these worthless titles esteemed candivideo game industrs’ that has gamers
dati“
s for the bargain bin.
in a rmIiii of frustration. While video
Thankfully, developers hoping to
games based on films h.ive become the
change
the aputation of film adapta
source tif profit for studios (or empia*s)
such as Electronic Arts, their audiences tions in the video game industry aa‘
caMtmg games that should stxm a*st
somehow continue to spend their
this issue once and for all. The devel
hanl-earned paychecks on
oper Raa* ca*ated “Goldeneye (K)7”
I iollys\xH>d-style trash that is begin
for the Nintendo f>4 m 1W7, and is
ning to overemwd the shelves.
arguably
consideaxl to be the father of
I almost found my'self at the
the first person shixiter gena- (games
dmirstep of such empia*s in hopes of
that allow \tni to kxsk thanigh the
convincing them to stop pniducing
eyes
of a character) for consoles. A
pointlevs blrnkbuster .uLiptations and
moa* axent title that has somewhat
f ( K 'u s inoa* on their critic.»Uy
a*\x)lutionized the graphical landscape
acclaimed titles. Instead, htmvwr.
liditor's note: I'ollou’inx> this first col
umn, ‘‘the word on the screen" unll run
exclusively on the www.niustaimdaily.net
11eh site

MUSTANG
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CORRECTIONS
The Mustang I)aily start takes
pride in publisliing a iLiily newspa
per for the (\il I’oly campus and
the neighboring community. We
appaxiate your a'adership and aa’
thankful for ytnir caa'hil a'ading.
I’le.ise send your coravtion
suggestions to
mustangdailyC« gmail.com

and stylistic appmaches to the first per
son sluxner genre would be “The
Chamicles of Riddick: Escape fmm
Hutcher H.iy” byVU Games in 2(M)4.
Ubisoft’sTom Cdancy’s Splinter O il
novel has become a highly praised
video game adaptation series and is
always one of the most anticipated
releases of the year for stealth and
action/adventua' fanatics. These games
bmught a very unique style and
appaiach to how video games should
interact with a pl.iyer that they can
hardly be thought of as “film adapta
tion” games. Am I still worried about
the futua* of the empia's and their
bargain bin beauties? I’m always wtirrying .ibout the next film-game
combo, but that doesn’t mean I’m not
always hopeful. In fact, Ubistsft will
s(X)ii be a*le.ising their pmmising
adaptation of Peter Jackson’s “King
Kong” axiiake. This month pmmises
an ingenious game titled “The
Mosnes” by acclaimed game developer
Peter Molyneux that will allow players
to ca'ate their own HolKxwxxI movies
within the game. Raa\VU Games,
Peter Molyneux and Ubisoft’s attempts
at axa'ating the film .uiaptation gena*
haw set the industry down a new path
that should one d.iy lead us to the
point whea- seeing a movie and play
ing the game arterwaals aa‘ equally
eiijtTN'able experiences.
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Censorship and the
Hist Amendment
not s.iy that we should vibrantly
"ith heat rising fmm
the recent controversy flaunt our nakedness everywhere all
of the spicy posters
the time. I argue that censoring our
put up by the C'al Poly Salsa tdub,
right to free speech is ignorant, and
censorship has once again forced
should not be toler.ited in most
itself into the limelight.
instances. Being a journalist, I have
File huge uproar thus far stands
discussed the ethical dilemma con
on the side against censoring the
cerning the public’s need-to-know
posters due to a fair right to view
versus a want-to-know. Personally, I
whatever we want, which is granted do not want anyone to tell me w hat
in the First Amendment. Now with
I can or cannot see despite if I agree
that s.iid, ____________________
with the
let us
content
discuss
/ ariane that censorini^ onr rii^ht to
or not.
the issue
As
free
speech
is
{ignorant,
and
should
at hand.
men
not he tolerated...
Some of
tioned
the C?al
abow,
Polv facall that
ulry so callously demonstrated in
their censoring of our right, and for was “shown” was one side of one
ba'ast. A person can see much moa‘
some, a need for fax' speech.
than that just walking tti class on a
Regardless of the fact that our
campus is conservative for a public
warm d.iy, as mentioned in a axent
university; did the faculty a*ally think letter to the editor. I wholeheartedly
that college students would stand for aga*e with this observation, but
a sticker cowring one side t>f one
would like to take it one step fur
ba-ast of an attractive woman? I
ther. If the faculty is appalled by sex
don't think ssi.
uality that much, why don’t they
Lhe argument fmm Cd*Saki is
take their big censor stickers and
that the psisters aa' to pmmote the
cover the girls who wear short, frilly
picante natua’ of vilsa dancing. Now
skirts and Ugg Ixxits. who offend
I don't raise the ethical dilemma of
me lima' than a silly poster d(x*s.
using sex to paimote anything, but
Cx-nstirship is a state of ignorance
nevertheless. (d*Sals.i is getting moa*
used .IS a t(xsl to “shield” our other
advertising due to the cx>nta>versy
than most clubs get all year. After all. wise- virgin eyes fmm the cruel
thea' is no such thing .is bad public- world in which we live. Teach your
own kids what is right and wmng,
it>.
IRespite my personal thoughts on and leave the ixigling of attractive
girls to the fraternity boys.
the nature t>f the posters, (yes
Charlie Roberts is attractive), I do
.\’ick C'our)- is a iournalisw senior
not aga'e with any type of censor
and a .Mustaim Daily staffWriter.
ship concerning this issue. That is
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Projects on the Horizon, 10/6) for
between $300,000 and $400,000
«eems like a good solution to the
housing problem.
Upon further review, however, 1
Ignorance is not bliss
believe it is a long-term waste of
Maybe hiding international news
money. First, even at these prices
In>in Anieneans is part ot Eresident
most new faculty will not be able
Bush's secret agenda to bolster his
decreasing popularity ratings. \ inas- to afford the monthly payments.
Why? Because most new young
M\e earthejuake has devastated the
profesors are hired at a salary of
Kashmir region in Bakistan/India,
.30k (yup, that is right!), even
and no one seems to know or care
though
most are Ph.IXs with years
about it.
of industrial or postdoc experience
The Tribune’s Oct. 10 headlining
and many have families to support.
story regarded residents of CTeston
In my opinion (and many of my
and their feelings about an old fire
housi On the bottom of the page is colleagues), the money would be
better spent upgrading faculty/staff
a small blurb abtnit the earthquake,
which has a death toll of over 40,000 salaries. Many students with BS
engineering and sciences degrees
and counting. How can a global
start
at $65,000 (and at age 23, not
catastrophe impacting so many lives
30-plus).
not be the top headline?
T he faculty and staff salaries in
Ehough Bush raised his pledge of
the
C!SU are pitiful to s.ay the least.
relief aid from $1(K),000 to $.S0 mil
The state and the C'SU have
lion, that amount is still peanuts
long been balancing their budgets
compared to the billions we speiul
this way. Unless we turn this
on our military located in Pakistan.
around and plan to attract the best
Kuwait pledged $100 million,
people, this cheap approach will
shouldn't we give more? We spent
result in ever-decreasing quality of
over $4 billion on Hurricane
Katrina, and that had only 1,(HM)
higher education in Ckilifornia.
casualties.
H.iving taught in the C?SU for
over 35 years, I h.ive never seen the
What Pakistan really needs right
now are helicopters and ways of get state plan this w.iy, so 1 can pretty
ting relief supplies to the victims, and solidly predict that, sadly, this will
NOT happen. The evidence indi
wh.it did we give? We sent six
choppers. The U.S. has hundreds of cates that tkilifornia could care less
helicopters sitting around about PKI about the state of its public higher
miles north of Islamabad (capital of
education systems.
Pakistan and severely affected by the
As future tax-p.iying citizens, stu
e.irthquake), yet we haven’t sent any
dents should be very concerned
about how their taxes are being
of them.
Regardless of w hether or not you spent.
p.iy attention to the news, a tragedy
A.J. ButTa, Ph.D.
.IS I s i g a s this should be heard around
Profvisor ¡imrntus
the world, and serious help should
Physics
iicparnm nt
be deleg.ited immediately. But hey,
this IS America, and I guess if it does
A lex Spanos, I w ant an
n't affect us, then w hy should we
answer
care... right?
So, this IS great.
As 1 am watching .Mond.iy Night
Gautam R. .Mehta
Football.John Madden (esteemed
HiiHiiauistry lumor
C!al Polv alumnus) and .A1 Michaels
P rovid in g faculty h o u sin g have a “special” guest, our Gov.
is n ot the answer, raising
Arnold Schwarzenegger. 1 more
salaries is
than understand the politics that
At first glance, providing a few
must go on in order to make the
faculty >t.iff w ith housing i Housing world, ami our state. gt> annind.
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DEXTER DISPLAY
SA FER propaganda is
“ ig n o ra n t, inaccurate
and sex ist”
SAFER sends an inappropriate
and disrespectful message to (Til
Poly students.
While view ing the displ.iy
S.M F.R .issembled on Dexter
Faw n this p.ist Tuesday I was
impressed to see the incorpora
tion of men as rape victims in
their statistics. 1lowever, 1 was
appalled at the sandwich board
that stated “ Men can stop rape.”
This is just one of the many state
ments SAF ER has made that
labels men. and only men, .is the
cause of sexual assault.
As a WOW leader this fall. I sat
through a SAFT.R presentation
that made light of sexual assault
and g.ive every incoming student
a card that said “Rape is never a
woman’s fault.” If the woman is
raping a man, is it still not her
fault? Several flyers posted around

campus reg.irding helping sur
vivors of sexual assault use non
gender specific terms, but there
are many that place the blame on
men. Even the Remember posters
only include statistics with
women as victims. .As a woman, I
have been thoroughlv offended by
SAFER’s actions this ve.ir I can
not even begin to imagine how a
man feels. SAFER is polluting
this campus with propaganda that
is ignorant, inaccurate and sexist.
As an on-campus resource.
SAF ER should hold a neutral
position. The organization itself
seems neutral enough, but I feel
that the people involved need to
get their facts and motives straight
and stop pointing fingers.
Ashley Brabm stedt
liusiness tuimmistriUiou junior

D ex ter display p ro m o tes
in correct awareness
I was impressed with the sexual
assault dispFiy on I )extcr Law'ti
until 1 saw the sign that SAFER

CPSALSA POSTERS

the Salsa posters on pmate prop
erty. go for it. But keep them off
the public school grounds.

Posters should n ot be up
on pub lic sch ool grounds
Since w hen do the wants of the
many outweigh the rights of the
few? 1 belong to the “wry small
minority” who think the CEil Poly
Salsa posters are inappropriate and
don’t belong on campus.
Faking down the posters does
not represent censorship, nor vio
lates the First Amendment. It
simply conserves the learning
environment. The C?PSalsa club
has the right to advertise, but what
about my right to walk down the
hallway or sit in a classroom with
out seeing the umvanted images?
What do parents of potential
students think about (?al Poly
when they visit and see thtise
posters?
The Ckilifornia government
ow ns C'.al Poly, and therefore the
campus must follow all rules and
guidelines set by the state.
C4ii campus, many w'onien walk
around show ing off their bodies.
Does that make it acceptable? In
Mexico, vendors sell hardcore
pornography on the street corners,
displaying everything to the view
of whoever happens to walk by.
Does that make it acceptable? No
set distinction exists between the
appropriate and the inappropriate
because the standards change with
each passing day, usually for the
w'orse.
While w'e can’t change what
people wear on campus, we can
and should limit what we post up
and display. If you want to display
Now. I recall how he.ivily Gov.
Schwarzenegger rode the education
ticket heavily to get his posterior
into office, and how quickK he cut
the budget to the CTilifornia state
school system.
For that I am personally offend
ed.
I am also offended because this
yutz gets to go to an NFI game fesr
free! I have been a football fan my
entire life. Well, at least since I can
remember the 49ers drafting the

put up next to it. On one side it
said something to the effest of.
“No one deserves to be raped."
and on the other it said “.Men can
stop rape.”
I’ll s .i y what I know others
have said before me; Women are
not the only victims of rape. .Men
.ire not the only perpetrators.
'Ol'hile this dispkiy ni.iy have
good intentions, it creates a bi.ised
message that demonizes men and
victimizes women. Messages like
this contribute to the reason that
fewer men than women come
forward about rape. Rape is a
traumatic event for any victim
regardless of gender, and we have
to stop perpetuating the gender
bias that is so prevalent todav.
If you’re going to promote
.awareness, please present it cor
rectly. Don’t omit an entire group
of people simply because it’s not
socially .iccepted.
Liz Sullivan
Uny^lish sophomore

William Milton Stevenson
.■\vrospacc nii^imrriim sophomore

CPSalsa posters m arket
sex, n ot d ancing
The issue here is not whether
the Salsa CTub poster is a goodlooking poster or whether you’ve
seen cleavage before.
The issue is relevance. The
issue is whether the poster is
appropriate for a professional envi
ronment. What is the relevance of
a fireman’s outfit and cleavage to
the Salsa CTub? What are you
marketing? Are you marketing a
fun club with a chance to do
some really great dance moves or
are you selling sex?
The posters certainly don’t
market a dance club - there’s only
one person in the picture!
Should companies who recruit
on campus use posters such as this
to gain visibility? It would attract
attention alright, but 1 think most
people, regardless of age or sex,
would say that it is inappropriate.
T his poster is inappropriate.
Elizabeth Kaminaka
AtUninistration support coonUtialor
C 3 »//<X>c of A rchiicclurc atid
Imriroumentol Design

S o m e d ecen cy please
Much discussion seems to be
occurring around campus con
cerning the censorship of the Sals.i
ads. .Much of it seems to be
great Joe Montana.
Flowever, I find it rather dis
heartening whose “sky box” our
Governor w.is sitting in: Mr. .Alex
Spanos. another (Til Poly alumnus.
Alex has donated..» substantial
amount <rf iiionev to our school,
which I think is great especiallv
since people like Gov.
Schwarzenegger ha\e cut so much
numey from the education budget.
Now I want to know the reason
ing behind .Mex inviting our gover

focused on whether or not this
censorship would be limiting the
Salsa club’s right to free speech. In
my opinitui however. Icxiviiig it
there is not addressing the issue at
hand.
It may seem hard to believe in
this day and age, but there are some
of us w ho value chastity until mar
riage. We believe that to lower sex
to the status of a cheap thrill, or a
tool to sell something (if it be a.car
or a club) is to take something very
precious and wonderful, and expe
rience it in a way that is neither
precious nor wonderful, except
perhaps in a very shallow way. This
is what I believe and I do not
expect the majority of college stu
dents to agree with me. I only
hope that they w'ould think about
us before posting sexually explicit
material where one will see it
every’where they look.
It can be challenging to live up
to these ideals here in America, but
it can be dtme. Yes, 1 don’t watch
TV (I decided long ago it wasn’t
worth wading through all the inap
propriate movies or shows for the
few good ones) and yes, I would
consider moving to another college
if such ads (or other borderline
pornographic pictures) were more
commonplace here.
I for (me greatly appreciate CP
Salsa for being w illing to censor its
ptisters so the contents would be
acceptable to everyone, and doing
their part to make this campus a
place where everyone can mingle
comfortably.
Matthew Gilbert
Ivrestry sophomore
nor to be his guest.
This to me is contradictory...
unless he subscribes to the adage
“Keep your friends close and your
enemies closer.” With anv luck,
m.iybe Alex was attempting to get
the governor to donate some'
monev to the ('alifornia public
vchool svstem to pav back what he
took.
.Matthew .Main
/•orestr)' and tutunil resources senior
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C harity
continued from page 1
Obispo County.
“Employees of state agencies have
been generous in supporting local
health and human service efforts.
Through the campaign, they can
give a little out of each pay check
every pay period, which adds up to a
lot of financial support for many
worthy causes.”
Money raised by CSECC stays
local and can make a direct impact in
the immediate area.
“It’s important to remember that
right here in SLO County there are
children who go to bed hungry at
night; there are seniors who can’t
afford their medications; there are
women who are victims of domestic
violence,” said Ale.xander.
The (3SECC was established in
1957 as a means of providing a sin
gle charitable fundraising drive in
the State community.
It ensures that each state employ
ee has the opportunity to make a
charitable gift in the form of a pay
roll deduction.

B rotherhood
continued from page 2
the fact that thea* are multiple
members of Delta Sigma I'i who are
openly gav.
“1 was the one responsible for one
of the installations last spring on
Dexter Lawn in a*taliation to the
anti-gay installation,” Hubbs said. “1
needed btidies so about 10 tfaternity
members helped me.”
Hubbs said this is a gotKl indication
of the tolerance found within the
ranks of the business tfaternity.
Hubbs that talking to Hera*ra has
opened his eyes to fraternities such as
Tau Kappa Epsilon, de*spite its social

“As a police officer of many years,
1 have seen how organizations like
United Way make a difference, not
only in the lives of people who indi
vidually need help, but also in the
increased health of our communities
in general,” said Aeilts.
“Simply speaking, it makes lives
better for everyone.”
Each fall, state employees are
given a payroll deduction pledge
form, along with a brochure listing
nearly 700 participating charitable
agencies. Donors may select an
agency included on the list, or any
tax-exempt agency not mentioned
in the brochure.
Acting as manager of the local
effort. United Way of San Luis
Obispo directly distributes funds to
the designated non-profit.
For interested donors with no
specific recipient in mind, an option
of supporting the Community Fund
is offered. Gifts to this fund support
over 50 local programs with com
munity goals.
For more information, visit
United Way of San Luis Obispo
County at www.unitedwayslo.org.
foundings.
For Hermra, receiving his bid to
join Tau Kappa Epsilon was a moment
in which he had two choices: take the
bid and break new ground or reject
the bid and uphold the status quo.
He took it.
For lèsta, the choice of accepting a
gay brother into Delta C'.hi would be
difficult, but he would support it
For Hubbs, a diffea'iit side of fra
ternities has opened diwrs to new
social opportunities.
(iay men at Cal I’oly face many
challenges, but with people like
Hermra, Testa and Hubbs the barrier
between fraternity life and g.iy men is
being bmken and new mads paved.
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A chance in N ew Orleans to tackle poverty,
but by simply leaving the poor out?
R obert Tanner
ASSOC:IATFl) I'RtSS

NEW C9KLEANS — Clarence
Rodriguez has ripped up the
water-buckled floor tiles and is
hard at work scraping mold off the
walls of his home in the mostly
black and impoverished Ninth
Ward. As for his neighbors, many
have gathered up their belongings
and left, with no intention of
returning.
And that worries Rodriguez
and others.
They worry that many poor,
black residents of this hurricaneravaged city simply cannot afford
to come back. They worry, too,
that the politicians, urban planners
and developers responsible for the
rebuilding of New Orleans will
neglect to leave room for the poor
in their master plan.
Worse, they fear civic leader,-,
will see the disaster as a glorlou^.
opportunity to try to engineer
poverty out of the city altogether.
In short, they worry that
Hurricane Katrina will prove to be
the biggest, most brutal urbanrenewal project black America has
ever seen.
The fears are far from unfound
ed. Tens of thousands of tloodedout homes are slated for demoli
tion, many of them in the hard-hit
Ninth Ward. And many of the
thousands of evacuees scattered
around the country are already
starting new lives where they are.
Housing
and
Urban
Development Secretary Alphonso
Jackson
told The
Houston
(dironicle: “Whether we like it or
not. New Orleans is not going to
be 50(!,(M)() people for a long time.
... New Orleans is not going to be
as black as it was for a long time, if
ever again.”

“As a practical matter, these
poor folks don’t have the resources
to go back to our city just like they
didn’t have the resources to get out
of our city,” said Joseph Chmizaro,
once one of the city’s biggest
developers and a member of New
Orleans’ rebuilding commission.
“So we won’t get all those folks
back. That’s just a fact. It’s not what
1 want, it’s just a fact.”
Before the flood, Nevs Orleans
was a city of a half-millitm people,
67 percent of them black, and it
had the second-highest concentra
tion of poverty, at IS.4 percent, of
any major American metropolitan
area.
For decades. New Orleans had
been losing population (142,000
from 1960 to 2000) and wealth
(just over half its property value
between 1950 and 199S), while it
saw an increase in crime and the
flight of jobs, money and whites to
the suburbs.
Many now see a once-in-a-lifetinie opportunitv to remake a
major American citv.
Some civic leaders want to see
New Orleans rebuilt so as to nar
row the gap between the have and
the have-nots, better integrate the
city racially, and embrace the poor
black residents who gave the city
much of its identity, including its
food, its music and its celebrated
street life.
For example, Camzaro and oth
ers envision mi.xed-inconie hous
ing, where poor would live in sub
sidized homes side-by-side with
the middle-class. There is also
widespread agreement on some of
fundamentals needed to draw peo
ple back to New Orleans and help
them prosper, such as overhauling
the school system and creating job
training programs.

“ If you’re talking about buildiiii
a city, you’ve got to create a place
for everybody. This city doesn’
just belong to rich white folk, an
it doesn’t belong to poor blacl
folk,” said Barbara Major, wh
runs the St.Thomas Health Clinic,
working with poor from across th
city.
Suspicions run deep, however.
“ I’ve heard conversations _
some by good people, some by evil
people _ those who woulcT leave
the poor out,” said former
Louisiana Gov. Buddy Roeiner,
who nevertheless believes tliai
“ New Orleans goodness and
decency” will win out.
Karen Chirter, a Democratic
state representative from New
Orleans, warned that she is not
going to stand by while the poor
are written out of the city’s future.
“We’ll go kicking and scream
ing before folks ignore the social
responsibility that we have,” she
said.
On Lesseps Street in the Ninth
Ward, Rodriguez dragged mat
tresses to the curb and took rust
off the floorboards o f his ‘75
Camaro as he waited for neighbors
to return.
Next door, truck driver Durel
Wallace came back to get photos
and family keepsakes from his
father’s house. “As far as I’m con
cerned, they can tear it down,” he
said. "Any time we get threatened
by a hurricane the same thing will
happen again.”
But Rodriguez said the answer
IS to give people some help and let
them rebuild.
“One house at a time, (^ne
neighborhood at a time,” he said.
“1 dcan’t know. I’m not the smartest
person in the world, but it seems
to make sense to me.”
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E nergy drinks a popular beverage choice
Ben Block
IMF DIAMONDHAi K (U. MAKYIANI))

C:0LLE(;E p a r k , Md. - Back
in March, hip-hop artist 50 CT'iit
and a successful beverage company
joined forces to create a drink that
would coincide with the release of
his new album. Formula 50, mar
keted as a nutritious energy drink,
dares those who drink it to
"1 lydrate or die tryin’.”
"You’ll roll with 50 (per) cent of
many of your daily requirements,”
the Formula 50 website announces.
Even rappers like 50 CYmt are
capitalizing on the growing popu
larity of new energy drinks.
Beverages like Red Bull, Amp and
SoBe Adrenaline Rush promise a
i]uick energv’ boost, while other
drinks like colorful vitaminwater
appeal to consumers seeking a
healthier option. However, various
experts warn these drinks may not
be as beneficial as they seem.
Bart Hippie, administrator for
Shops at Maryland, said energy
drinks have been selling consistent
ly well in campus shops for the past
two years. Vitaminwater, which the
imiversirt’ began selling in 2004, is
especially popular.
O w n ed
by
the
com pany
(llaceau, vitaminwater has become
nearly as popular as (iatorade, sell
ing up to 000 bottles per week in
campus Stores, Hippie said.

“There are plenty of other prod
ucts functionallv the same, but

nowhere near the success of vitam
inwater,” said John Oaven, editor of
BevNET.com, an online magazine
for the beverage industry. “They’ve
created an image of having a very
clean, vibrant presence ... it has ‘vit
amin’ and ‘water’ on it ... it works.”
Drinks like vitaminwater don’t
actually help make energy in cells,
said Nancy Brenowitz, professor of
nutrition and director of the univer
sity’s dietetics program. They only
provide a temporary sugar high.
Every person has a maximum
amount of energy' they can reach,
and drinking beyond that limit
won’t increase those levels.
While vitaminwater advertises its
plentiful content of vitamins and
nutrients, taking a multivitamin is a
much healthier way to obtain the
necessary nutrients, Brenowitz said.
“1 can take a multivitamin, chase
it with a soda, and there’s no ditference,” she said. “Ideally, we should
get our vitamins from food and not
a nutritional supplement.”
Although one bottle of vitamin
water contains 125 calories, which is
less than most sodas, Brenowitz
warns many students might be gain
ing unwanted calories if they drink
vitaminwater too often because they
think it’s healthy.
"We try to discourage people
from drinking a lot of calories
unnecesarily. C')ne of the biggest
problems facing the country is obe
sity,” said Brenowitz.
Even if an item is not healthv.

many consumers w'ill buy an item
not only because it tastes good, but
also because they have a personal
connection, according to Hank
Boyd, a university marketing lectur
er.
“Many think about self and
extended self through the items you
buy,” Boyd said. “You might say ...
‘I’m a person on-the-go, 1 have
energy, I’m that type of person, that
IS my brand.’”
Jon Pearson, a sophomore letters
aiul science major, bought a bottle at
the Maryland Food CY)-op because
it’s a better health choice than soda
aiul has more flavor than water.
“Its a little healthier, 1 get the vit
amins, but 1 like it more for taste,”
Pearson said.“ l don’t see it as some
thing that revolutionary ... but it’s
definitely better than other drinks
on the market ... the other stufl is
just bad.”
7 he herbs used in drinks like vit
aminwater aren’t fully understood,
Brenowitz said. Some could be
effective, while others could even be
potentially hazardous such as the
ingredients in vitaniinwater’s Stress
B Lemon-Lime flavor. The Food
and Drug Administration has
warned that kava, an herb used in
the drink for relaxtion, has been
associated with liver-related injuries
such as hepatitis, cirrhosis and liver
failure.
“From my perspective, a bottle of
water is a better choice,” Brenowitz
said.

£}q)erts consider how, or
if, New Orleans can go on
Milly Turakhia
DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN (U. I'ENN)

PHILADELPHIA
—
The
destruction of New Orleans was
inevitable and modern engineering
can do nothing to prevent damage
from future hurricanes, a panel of
experts told students Tuesday night.
Through a collaborative effort of
Penn Forum and the Fox Leadership
Program, students, faculty and four
panelists discussed the future of the
city.
While the Big Easy will feel the
impact of Katrina for many years to
come, it was well-known among
geologists that the damage was
merely a consequence of more than
250 years of mismanagement of the
Mississippi River.
As the river grows longer each
year due to sediment deposits, the
riverbed is raised higher — raising
the water level with it. This poses a
significant danger to New Orleans,
much of which is below sea level.
The distribution of reconstruc
tion funds also spurred controversy.
“Let’s not compound the tragedy
by pouring $200 million back into a
site that is doomed,” Earth and
Environmental Science professor
Robert (iiegengack said. “We can
not save New Orleans.”
While devoutly faithful to their
city, citizens are aware of the river
situation and the faults in the levy
system.
“As a resident of New Orleans,

you realize that the levy system is
not up to par,” displaced School of
Design graduate student Enn Keith
said. “People don’t ktiow about the
large-scale problem, but the
‘voodoo’ of the city is what keeps it
going.”
Residents of New Orleans appear
to recognize the problem of recur
ring catastrophe. In returning to the
city, they must rebuild with this in
mind, said Anuradha Mathur, a
Pennl )esign professor.
Chegengack proposed moving the
entire city to a higher elevation in an
eflort to avoid future disaster.
New Orleans residents say that
the city’s population would not eas
ily relocate. Adam 1)avidson, an stu
dent atTulane University, said, “It’s a
city full of life, be it good or bad. ...
The life is still there.”
One panelist urged the govern
ment to give purchasing power to
the people.
“The physical reconstruction is
something we should worry less
about,” said Daniel (kinipo, director
of research for Penn’s Institute for
Urban Research. He suggested that
the federal government give money
directly to residents, who could then
decide how to best spend it.
('anipo said this distribution strat
egy' would be more fair and ethical
than government intervention.
Attendees seemed wary of the
plan “ one responded that it would
make the “rich get richer and the
poor get poorer.”

F o i^ t to pick up the D aily?

visit
www.mustangdaily.net
for the days to p news

TIURSDAYS:

Whistler is one of the sickest trips you can ^o on with 6ki Club. This is the one
trip you can’t afford to miss, ^ivin^ you a chance to travel out of the country
with 500+ fellow students. The Whistler trip only comes around every 3-5 years,
so don’t miss out on this opportunity while you are still in 5L0.
-6ki/5oard on some of.the best mountains in the world.
-Roll with 500-700 fellow students.
-Drinking a^e=19, experience our pub crawls.
-Rock out with Swollen Members a t the Welcome Party.
- Enjoy a different event every ni^ht, including our “Anything
goes but clothes” party.
find Ü6:
VJoodetocke Tuesilays 5:30-10

Farmer’s Thursdays
On Campus October 20/21 s t

Deposits due
October 211

^us; $550
Plight: $730
No Trane: $450

CP6C and Sudweiser want to remind you to drink responsibly and to never drink and
drive

Tandem
Fantastic ocaan viewsi
Lompoc Airport Only

1 hour from campus

vtell: wwwjlqrcllyesantabafbarB.<om or cal 805-740<9099
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of all sorts.
In short, all of this violence and animosity is unneces
continued from page 15
sary. Surfing is about as leisurely a sport as one can find
and
people should be out there with the intention of get
collision course.
He looked up, saw me, turned and dove tt) his right. I ting some exercise, enjoying the ocean and relaxing —
looked down, saw him and took a dive intt) the flat bot not battling civer the never-ending sea of waves.
There are enough waves in the ocean for everyone, so
tom and immediately thrust into a whirl of sea and salt.
A good beating comes with the territory when surf keep it civil. Whether you are a student or just a local, we
ing, but 1 had no idea that ! could have been beaten by are all just ocean-goers looking to have a good time.
more than nature that day. Upon returning to the surface,
Keep the peace.
the guy that had narrowly avoided me, gave me what 1
could only describe as a death stare before he turned,
ducked another wave and began to paddle back out.
Alright, if you have been waiting for my point, here it
is. No one owns the ocean.
Chris Gunn is a Journalisni senior and assistant sports
In my case, there was no conftx>ntation, but I have editor. Veil can e-mail him at cjjunti@c:alpoly.edu.
heard stories about people getting into fights over waves
and locals defending their,“secret spots” with intimidation

Skate

O u td o o r G unn

continued from page 15
street obstacles, grind rails and
boxes.
San Luis O bispo Skatepark
Admission: $2
Hours: Tuesday-Friday 3 p.m.7 p.m., Saturday 12 p.m.-7 p.m.
Location: Off Santa Rosa in the
Santa Rosa Park.
Required Fads: Helmet

[Send your
pictures to:
mustangdailysports |

The S.L.O Skatepark is a wood
park with mostly street obstacle, it
has one half-pipe and a few quar
ter pipes.

^ gm ail.com
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Crossword

Edited by Will Shortz

64 Writer of the
31 Success on a
slot machine
“April Theses"
Red state
35 Preparations
Moisturizer
39 “The Time
ingredient
Machine" race
67 Status-changing
40 It’s not found
within the tour
gift
corners of this
“___choice"
puzzle
1929 literary
41 Italian sweetie
character in
San Francisco
42 The Cosby
Show" actress
44 X-__
DOWN
45 Coconut fiber
Mixer
46 Queue after Q
Rising star
19 "Un Bailo in
48 Perennial subj.
Lady friend in
Maschera" aria
of federal
Italy
funding debates
20 10's and 20's,
Fix, as a dnve
50 Hair products
egMust
22 Rampaging
52 Next
French
24 Literally, “high 57 Dignify
individuals
ground”
59 Washington
Item between
landmark, with
25 Subatomic
two poles
particle
"the"
8 Former enemy
26 U.P.S. unit:
60 1986 Turner
capital
Abbr
autobiography
Deep-sea
27 French silk
61 Asian sea name
Goal of a
29 Part of the
63 Cartoonist
reading
Hindu trinity
Walker
11 It opened in
ACROSS

1 Mobile dining
area
5 Quiet
9 Kind of surgery
14 Partly
15 “Put Your Head
on My
Shoulder"
singer, 1959
16 Chocolate
substitute
17 Strike
18 Shot’s target,
maybe
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32 Ayatollah__
□□□O B
Khamenei
33 Longbme NBC
Symphony
conductor

Open 7 days a week
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Puul* by Kbvan ChOMi

34 "Later
36 Police staff:
Abbr
1825
Absent from
37 Afore
Possible result 38 European
earner
of a spicy meal
40 Superman's
Certain race
father
Polite turndown
43 How It all
Impatient gift
started, it's
recipients
thought
•__ a roll!"

U0
□□□□□
Last of a Latin
□
trio
□
31 Sportscaster

1638 Osos Street
San Luis Obispo

r l/ì 11 TT" TT"
llé

4

14

543-8684

No. 0901

44 Old TV host
Allen
47 Shop worker
48 Singer with a
1978 #1 hit with
Barbra
Streisand
49 Log
51 Actor/comedian
Denis

53 “Twenty Years
After” author
54
______Gay
55 Computer game
format
56 Bag lady?
58 “Come__ "
59 Prego nval
62 1990's Indian
P.M.

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute, or. with a
credit card, 1-000-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available tor the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Toda/s puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzle1orum Crosswords for young
solvers; nytimes.com/leaming/xwords

Come by and see why SLO County
has voted Gus’s the Best Sandwich
16 years in a row.
The BEST Patio
with the BEST Happy Hour Prices!
6 Draft beers to choose from, lowest price in town 3 -7:3 0 P.M. Daily!

C L A S S I F I E D
HELP WANTED
BILINGUAL CASE MANAGER
Non-profit agency is seeking a
compasionate, flexible bilingual
case manager to join its service
team. Knowledge of domestic
violence and child abuse preferred.
Full-time. Some weekend and
evening hours. $2,437/month.
Mail resume by 10/19/05 to
Women's Shelter Program,
PO Box 125,
San Luis Obispo, CA 93406
Swim Instructor Lifegaurds
Teach lessons! Must be good with
kids. Training will be provided
5 Cities Swim Club
(805) 481-6399
Want to gel the word out about
your club, fraternity, or sorority?
Got a crush and want it known?
classifieds@mustangdaily.net

Í

HELP WANTED
$600 Group Fundraiser Bonus
4 hours of your group’s time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising pro
grams EQUALS $1.00a$3,000 in
earnings for your group. Call
TODAY for up to $600 in bonuses
when you schedule your fundraiser
with Cumpus Fundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser. (888) 9233238, or visit

www.camDusfundraiser.com
MESA ENGINEERING Program is
hiring math/science/engr. major
interested in tutoring high school
and middle school students.
Email Humza at:
cazmuh@vahoo.com
Fun gymnastics coaches
needed for kids all ages + levels
(805) 466-1483
SHOUT OUTS! FREE EVERY THURS

ANNOUNCEM ENTS
Announcing the practice of
Michelle Matoff LCSW,
BCD (License Clinical Social
Worker, Board Certified Diplomat),
specializing in the treatment of
Anorexia, Bulimia, Compulsive
Overeating, Excercise Addiction,
interpersonal distress, coping
with transition, and bereavement.
17 years of experience.
Immediate openings
(805) 354-4823

HOMES FOR SALE

FOR SALE

HORSES OK!
Santa Margarita Panchette
25 min to SLO, 1 3/4 bath,
1580 sq ft home with
Spa & Huge Deck
$459,000
Adobe Realty
Contact Alex: (805) 543 2693

HIST 207
’Freedom and Equality in America’
SCOM 102
“Principles of Speech Comm"
STAT 218 -"Applied Statistics"
Call: (408) 821-6253

FOR SA

Metro Cafe
SLO downtown centre
Breakfast, lunch, dinner, and
desserts!
15% off all students

LIEN SALE
29 ft 5th wheel 1990
Travelite well used last reg 2002
CA.VIN#lW93nN21Ly020489
Lie. #ICK9280 CA. 7AM Oct 25th
500 Atascadero Rd.
Morro Bay. CA

Want to make a difference ?
Join Beyond Shelter to raise
homelessness awareness and
help sheltered families

Classified Ads Website
Featured Ads, graphics, website
links, and more...
www.mustangdaily.net

LOST AND FOUND
Lost keys on red carabiner
Reward $30
(805) 550-6685
Cingular LG phone found at
Volleyball game.
Contact: (805) 234-2348
Watch found near bldg, busstop
mschuste@calpoly.edu
(805) 462-2412
Missing anything?
Lost and Found
ads are FREE
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his week was a big week for outdoor activ
ities around tlie county. The weather was
amazing and the surt' at many of our local
spots was great. No, take that back, it was amazing.
After large surt over last weekend, surt' this week has
been as giunl as it has gotten in a while.
I'he great waves coupled with the more than
exceptional weather has allowed for great biking, hik
ing and lounging conditions and made it possible for
many (^il boly students to get out and enjoy the great
outdoors within San Luis Obispo (xHinty.

T

If you have pictures of you and your friends doing
something in the outdoors please send them to us at
mustangdaiIysports(^ gmail.com.
We wtnild love to receive pictures of students
enjoying the beauty of San Luis C'ibispo. Pictures at the
beach, in the ocean, on a bike, at the "P", in a skate
park or looking at a sun set the opportunities are end
less.

— .\/i(>7iJ(/y sports editors
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17-year-old Mike Cain of Morro bay gets off the lip with a mute grab at the l.os Osos skate park .
Joe Sargent
M U STA N O D A IIY

lo r those looking tor a new
place to skate, the Los Osos
skatepark has something for every
body.
[he park is concrete with a
large open center that connects
ditVerent sections; grind rails and
boxes on the flats, two bowls and a
pool. T he”kiddie bowl" is the
small bowl aimed at beginners, and
the larger bowl has an over-vert
extension.
The kidney shaped pool with
real coping is a favorite among
local skaters.
“There are some old school
guys that come and just shred the
pool," Chidy Ages. 22, of Los Osos
said. Ages is a supervisor at the
park and has skated for !•> years.
Although most people have fun, he
has seen the repucussions of skat
ing in the park.

“ In the first few weeks of being
open, someone ruptured their
spleen, someone broke a leg. some
body else broke their ankle." Ages
said.
Drake
Stanley,
22,
of
Cfirpentaria, made a trip to Los
Osos just to ride the park.
“This park has great lines and
one of the only pools in the area,"
I )rake said.
just ofV of Los Osos Valley road
in Los Osos, the park is open 12
p.m. to 6 p.m. during the week and
in a.1 1 1 . to b p.m. on the weekends.
Tickets are $2 and are not for sale
at the park. They must be pur
chased at Wavelengths, (Tmtral
('oast Surf, Los Osos Hoardshop,
Morro Bay Surf (xi.. Los Osos
Fitness, Azhiaziam and!us Amigos.
“The only downside to this park
is you have to p.iy, everything else
is perfect," Mike C!ain, 17. of
Morro Bay said.

i -V .

Nine-year-old Trinity Bandlits uses the Los Osos Skatepark to its full
potential, getting some air and pull ing a grab.

M orro Bay Park
Admission; S2
Hours:Thursday-f rid.iy 3 p.m.dusk, Saturday-Sund.iy 12 p.ni.-.S
p.m.
Location: off Embarcadero m
Morro Bay
Required Eads: Helmet, knee
and elbow pads required.
Morro Bay skate parks sits just
down the road from the base
o f ’The Rock” overlooking the
-- 5
bay. The park was just recently
rebuilt using composite material.
The park has a half-pipe, quarter
pipes, grind rails, boxes and street
obstacles.

BRENNAN ANGEL MUSTANG DAII Y

Another Los Osos park patron rolls around the park. The park has
great lines, Cody Ages said.

BRENNAN ANtiEl. Mi's I a m ; DAIIY

S outh co u n ty Skatepark
Admission; $2
Hours: Weekdays 2:30 p.ni.-.S
p.m., weekends 1 p.m.-.S p.m.

Location: On Ramona, off of
(Xik I’ark boulevard., in (Iroover
Beach
Required Eads: Helmet, knee
and elbow pads
I'he south county skatepark is a
concrete park with a open design.
The park has two half bowls, a
five-stair with rails, boxes and
street obstacles.

( )ii Monday, 1 was at Eisiiio surf
ing just south of the pier in what
turned out to be some exceptional
ly nice wa\es. I'hey were clean,
gl.issy, three to five feet, semi power
ful and amazing for Eisnio. On this
particular day there were a large
number of guys out. and most of
them were congregating m the area
around me; or should I say 1 some
how ended up in the middle of their
group.
There were roughly 20 guys in
the water, most of w Inch were rip
pers. It seemed like every wave had
someone pulling a sick bottom turn
and then snapping off the lip, multi
ple times.
It was a great show and there I
W.IS in the middle of it, alone. I had
gone out that d.iy with the intention
of blowing off some steam and
relaxing a little and I figured that it
W.IS Eismo — it really didn’t matter
if I had someone with me or not.
I )uring my first set of the d.iy.
before a larger crowd had material
ized. I was sitting on my board w ith
surfers on either side of me about
1.3 yards aw.iy.
nice set began to
form on the horizon and all three of
us began to paddle as if we were all
going to drop in on the first of the
set. We all pulled back as the first
wave passed us, leaving the three of
us in a similar position in the water.
1 he next wave came and I attempt
ed to seize it paddling hard. I
looked to my left, the guy h.nl
pulled back. I looked to my right
and didn't see the other guy and
went for it.

C ayucos
Admission: Free
Hours: Everyd.iy dawn-dusk
Location: C')n Ocean Avenue,
behind C'ayucos Surf shop
Required Eads; Helmet, knee
and elbow pads
Cayucos Skatepark is a wood
park just feet away from the beach.
It has both a large and small halfpipe, quarter pipes of all sizes,

As I reached the top of the wave,
I committed. About to take a steep
drop, I looked down and then it
blew up in my face. The guy who
was originally to my right was now
directly below me and we were on a

see Skate, page 16

see Outdoor Gunn, 16

I shouldn’t have.
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M en ’s cross
country m akes a
run at pre-national
invitational

Two Cal Poly
professors perform
classical recital
Saturday
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A lu m n u s creates
n ew p ro d u ct
Emily Logan

“CTilloidal Silver is a great antimi
crobial and it’s been prosen since the
193(K that it is elfectiw,” he
A C'al Foly .ilumnus is
said.
one of two C'alifornia
Cxilloidal silver is a controwater sport enthusiasts to
v’ersial ingredient that can be
create a product they say
dangerous in large sloses or
combats symptoms of
over long periods, according
water pollution.
to healthcentral.com, but
The dietary supple
because the spray administers
ment
spray. Ocean
only small doses of the
Stilution, has been in the
Silver, the creators say it is
works for almost
not dangerous.
eight years and h.is
“You vs'ould have to
been on the market
drink about 5 bottles
for almost a year.
of our product for
“I started noticing
about 3 years to have
Co m b a t * b a c t b n ia
that not only myself
any negatise effects,”
Co m m o n l y p o u n d
>>.
In o c i a n b
i
i
but all my friends
Johnson said.
V'. a n o L A K « * / _ ^ _ ? |
who were out in the
I )r.John Keinfelder,
surf were getting
an associate professor
increased sinus infec
in the department of
tions
and
raw
environmental
sci
throat,” said Jason
ences at Kutgers
Johnson, C'al Foly
University said, “The
alumnus and creator
silver will pass thnnigh
you with little absorp
of Ocean Solution.
tion in the gut so 1
Johnson himself
doubt it would be
tested the product
harmful at low doses,
for three years and
but 1 wtirry that it
said it worked for
would kill beneficial
him.
4
PL.
OZ.
gut
flora.”
Fharmacist Wayne
Since the solution
Blackburn signed on
is
a
spray, Johnson and
to the project about
Blackburn said there
five years ago and
should be no side effects or risks.
helped Johnson decide to use
“The
great thing about the pnxlCTilloitlal Silver to fight bacterial
pmblems.
see Solution, page 2
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Art and design students Mark Stablein, Steven Whitehair, Leonard Bessemer and Christine Marin created
a display of bikes called “Delicacy.”

Students display art exhibit
T hao Tran
V1L!SIAN(. DAIIY

C'al Foly students displayed an
attention grabbing art exhibit
Thursday near Dexter Lawn.
Lhe display iiuluded six bikes
latched to a water hose that trailed
the handicap walkway, books laid
open in the cemented dining areas
and lopsided mattresses were sus
pended in the trees using cables.
“ It looks crazy.” Travis Wilson,
city regional planning junior, said.
“ I thought someone hiked through
the yard, wasted and drunk.”
As a project from Art 134, 3-1)
I )esign, students learn site-specific
art.
Art professor O issa Hewitt says

the style is becoming more popular
in the art industry. Site-specific art
involves the manipulation and
intertwining of art pieces within its
environment.
“Students get the opportunity to
work on a larger scale than what is
111 our classrooms,” Hewitt said.
“Student had to scrounge for old
things they don’t need because
they were, lun supposed to spend
any money.”
The art exhibit consisted of a
combination of random items such
as red paper cups, foil and two
1)owney balls.
“ I brought three bikes to con
tribute to the project.” art and
design senior Leonard Bessemer

said.
The class worked in groups of
four to five to create space.
“ Basically the assignment was to
create a type o f space,” art and
design junior Mark Stablein said.
“The space is definitely open to
interpretation,”
One group decided to name
their exhibit “ Delicacy” to repre
sent the groups’ personal issues
against the C^il Foly’s and San Luis
Obispo’s treatment against bicy
clists.
“They don’t have enough bike
lanes.” Bessemer said “ It represents
how C'al Foly puts a handicap on
see Exhibit, page 2

Materials engineering department receives $1 m illion grant
Holly Burke
MUSIAN!. DAIIY

C'al Foly’s materials engineering
department has received a $1 million
grant to redesign the curriculum
and teaching methods in order to
attract and retain women and
minority engineering students.
The grant was awarded by the
National
Science
Foundation.
Though the grant awarded by the
NSF IS very competitive, C'al Foly
was chosen for its program’s poten
tial to have a positive impact on the
community.
Ruth Borrud, a materials engi
neering junior, said, “There’s not so
many (women) in my classes. I’m in
Materials Engineering 101 and
there’s like four or five girls in a class
of 40.”
When first hearing about the

grant Borrud said, “ I don’t know philosophy. Eightv’ percent of the realize the difference their efforts
how they will change (the curricu- materials engineering courses will can make in the community.
lum) but hopefully it won’t add on be changed.
Cdianges will be made m order to
another couple of quarters for me
“We are not simply changing cur- foster closer relationships between
teachers and
students..
when they change it. As far as
Teachers will adopt more of
getting more women, it
a coaching position, where
should make us aware that it is ¿ 6
they will help students solve
a job choice for us.”
IVc are twt simply chanj^itij^
problems, instead of lectur
“I wouldn’t say that attract
curriculum,
but
chau\^iu^
cuerytliiu^
ing to the class. Students
ing and retaining (women and
about
the
culture
of
learning.
will also learn in peer
minority students) is a pixibgroups where they can offer
lem only for the materials
mutual support while learnengineering department, but
— LINDA VANASUPA
ing.This is especially impor
for all engineering, with the
M aterials E n g in eerin g C h air
tant during the freshman
exception of biomedical engi
and sophomore years when
neering, where the number of
students are most likely to
women students is increasing,”
said Linda Vanasupa, materials engi riculum, but changing everything drop out of engineering programs,
about the culture of learning,”
The new program will also
neering chair.
require students to participate in serThe grant will fund a complete Vanasupa said.
transformation of the department,
An important goal of the program vice learning, where they will help
including its teaching methods and will be to make sure that students the community with engineering

problems,Vanasupa said.
“The service learning compo
nent of the curriculum is key
because it gives students a chance to
see how their engineering skills and
problem-solving abilities can help
people in need,” she said.
The grant also requires that Cal
Foly provide pre-college tutorials
in math and engineering to at risk
high school students. This works
like a subscription where schools
will receive computer programs
that will monitor and prepare stu
dents math and science skills.
Hewlett-Packard,
Microsoft,
National
Instruments,
Texas
Instruments
and
the
Semiconductor
Industry
Association have expressed interest
in working with the service-learn
ing portion of the curriculum.
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Exhibit
continued from page 1

its bikf riders."
Bessemer interpreted the forma
tion of the bicycles on the handi
cap ramp as a story. I lie first bike
on the ramp starts in a vertical
position. Otlier bikes then follow
the first, but these bikes were
placed in obscure positions.
At the end of the line of bikes
there was a black wire hand that
represented the detrimental effects
from riding bikes.
Another exhibit created by a dif

ferent group had mattresses and
radio speakers in trees.
“Lately, I haven't been able to
sleep much,” said Alexander Slarve,
an art and design junior. "This
piece means something to me but
it doesn’t really matter because it’s
really going to be about what it
means to every person that walks
by and sees it.”
The group began working on
the project riiursday at H a.m. and
was on display for the day.
“We put emotional and life
experience to the pieces,” Stablein
said.

Solution
continued from page I

net is that there is no resistance to
antibiotics with it,” Johnson said.
“With (xilloidal Silver, when it
comes in contact with bacteria it
actually suffocates it.”
According to the product’s Web
site, CColloidal Silver was replaced by
penicillin because it was much more
expensive to produce. Blackburn said
it is still very expensive, but worth it.
"Still more expensive to produce
than prescription antibiotics,” he said.
“But we’re looking for quality in this
solution. IVople can even make it at

home, but it’s much more 'dangerous.
Ikoss Porter, a Paso Kobles wake
boarder, said he found the product
after searching for something to cure
his sinus infections from being in the
water. He has been using the product
for months, three to four times a
week and said it has helped him a lot.
“Out of all the times I went
(wakeboarding) this summer I prob
ably only had one or two times that
I got a sinus infection,” he said.
Porter wakeboards primarily at
Lake Nacimiento, which he said “is a
relatively clean lake but does h.ive
some bacterial problems.”

Johnson explained that the solu
tion is sprayed in the mouth, nose,
ears and on any cuts or scrapes
before and after entering the water.
He said it can also be used on staff
infections from coral cuts.
At C'al Poly, Johnson received a
Bachelor of Science in physical edu
cation and a master’s in exercise
physiologs'. He said his drive to
achieve success with the product can
be traced back to his C]al Poly years.
“When 1 was at Poly it was really
the ‘learn by doing’ attitude that
helped me tremendously,” he said.“It
realK' helped you find different ways
to do what you wanted to do.”

M P 3 generation at risk for hearing loss, U . M o n ta n a audiologist says
Brian M cD erm ot
MON I ANS KAIMIN (U. MONIAN A)

MISSOULA, Mont. — Janies
Brown may say it loud, but if you're
listening to an iPod, audiologist Sue
loth wants you to turn it dowii.linh,
who works at the University of
Montana's Rural Institute, echoed a
gmwing body of studies indicating
that some listeners are causing perma
nent ilamage to their ears because the
volume on their portible music play
ers IS turned too high.
"It's not the earphones them
selves," Toth sail!. "It's how loud you
play the music."
An Australian study published in
the April 2<H)5 issue of International
Journal of Audiolog\' surveyed 55
people wearing portable music
devices and found that a quarter of

them "had daily noise exposures high
enough to eventually cause hearing
damage."
At 105 decibels — a noise level
portable music devices can easily
reach. Loth said — the risk of perma
nent hearing damage can occur in
one hour. Add 10 more decibels, and
the risk can occur in 15 minutes.
A 2004 study in the journal Ear
and Hearing reported that some
portable music players reach a maxi
mum volume level of 130 decibels.
That's as loud as an air raid siren, and
hearing damage can occur in just a
few minutes.
However, a study at lioston
C'hildren's Hospital found that listen
ing to a portable music player at 60
percent of its volume for one hour a
day is safe. T hus the risk for hearing
damage comes from the top third of a

device's volume scale or from listen
ing to music at a knver level continu
ously for hours.
The same study in Ear and Hearing
found that earbud earphones — ear
phones that fit snugly at the entrance
of the ear canal — are seven to nine
decibels louder than earphones that sit
on the outside of the ear. Because
more background noise filters past
earbuds, listeners often turn the vol
ume up, Toth said.
Senior biology major John Mayer,
24, was given an iPod as a gift in late
September.
"Sometimes when I'm on my bike
and traffic's heavy, I have to turn it up
to get anything," he said.
Mayer sat tapping his foot to the
band Ciorillaz while studying at the
Mansfield Library.
Apple shipped more than 16 mil

lion iPods to stores between October
2004 and July 2005. Sony and
Panasonic are among other compa
nies that market portable MP3 play
ers.
With so many people using
portable stereo devices, Toth sees
"many students who have the begin
nings of noise-induced hearing loss."
At the University Center, 21-yearold student and Ckalifornia native Liz
Loomis took one earbud out as she
talked to a woman selling Cirizzly
products. She left the other one in.
"I love my iPod," she said later. "I
would marry it if it were a single
man."
Like many iPod owners, Loomis
grew up going to loud concerts and
listening to a portable tipe player and
a portable minidisc player. She listens
to her iPod constantly while walking

around campus.
"1 probably will lose my hearing at
a young age," she said. "It doesn't real
ly bother me anymore."
Loomis said she always had excel
lent hearing, but in the last few years
she has had "a tiny bit more ringing"
and has a harder time discerning from
which direction bird calls are coming.
A ringing in the ears, called tinni
tus, can be an effect of exposure to
loud noises. Some of the other effects
of hearing damage can be the inabili
ty to discern high frequencies and less
clarity in what one hears, Toth said.
The damage is so gradual that most
people are not aware that it is hap
pening. Permanent damage from pro
longed exposure to loud music in
headphones can show up anywhere
fix>m a few years after the exposure to
20 or more years afterward.
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M usic professors perform for Poly
V.

C h risto p h er G unn

Poeti

MUSTANC; DAILY

The mastery of music is a com
plex and life-defining task that
requires hours of practice and
lessons, often including frustration.
For two of C]al Poly’s own, how
ever, those hours have yielded a life
long passion for music.
The C'al Poly music department
will host a classical recital featur
ing two of its own start memhers
Jacalyn Kreitzer and Susan Azaret
Davies Saturday at S p.m. m the
Alex and Faye Spanos Theater.
The recital titled “Orchestral
Solos for Mezzo-Soprano,” will
include the works or Gioacchino
Rossini, Johann Sebastian Bach,
Hector
Berlioz,
Leonard
Bernstein, Sergei Prokofiev and
Gustav Mahler.
The recital will also include a
1938 film created by Sergei
Alexander and produced by order
of Stalin. The film goes along with
a piece they will perform by
Sergei Prokofiev, an original score
from the picture.
The film will be projected on a
screen while Kreitzer and Azaret
Davies play the score in real time.
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COUR I KSY PHO r o

Professors Jacalyn Kreitzer (left) and Susan Azaret Davies (right) will per
form a recital at 8 p.m. Saturday at the Alex and Faye Spanos Theater.
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7:00pm

During her career she has per
formed with a number of the
world’s most renowned opera
companies and orchestras includ
ing the Los Angles Philharmonic,
the Metropolitan Opera, Deusche
Opera Berlin and the San
Francisco Opera among others.
“ It was a great career, but when
you have a family it is hard,”
Kreitzer said.

“ I believe the students should
hear their teacher,” Kreitzer said.
“I like to bring in the pieces I have
done over the years so that they
can hear something different.”
Kreitzer, a mezzo-soprano,
teaches voice and diction as well as
produces and directs an annual
student opera production.
A mezzo-soprano has a voice that
has a similar high range and low
range to a soprano, but a mezzo has
a darker tone, Kreitzer said.
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see Classical, page 4
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Agape Church
950 Laureate Ln. ♦ San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
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Fresh Ideas Frame Menu At
Tonya Strickland
CAMPUS DINING

Menu development was a key
factor in m aking the new
c o n c e p t s and a d d i t i o n s
incorporated into the Garden
Grille a success, in addition to
staging the test run of selections
and concepts for the 2007 project
plan. M arketplace 19, Light
House’s official replacement and
a much anticipated change.
Three-time Executive Chef, in
Latin America, at a five star hotel,
and now at Cal P oly, Tony
D'Avila has a lot o f experience

creating great food on his plate.
"For Garden Grille, I see freshness,
flavor and diversity," he said. "Our
pasta, for ex a m p le, wi l l be
exhibition cooking at its finest."
Among the various dishes in
pasta, salad, wraps and carvery
choices, dessert will also make its
debut o f excellency on the new
menu."The Pecan Truffle is so rich
with chocolate it will make you
sm ile," said Jaim e B u sto s,
Assistant Director.
New concepts were researched
through patron trends, suggestions,
focus groups and surveys. 3000

people responded to the online
survey conducted spring quarter.
Bustos said that transitioning
from the traditional all-you-careto-eat service style to Garden
G rille’s m ade-to-order style
provides flexibilty and choice,
for consum ers and Campus
Dining chefs alike. “There is
more freedom to create and
artistically present each plate,”
he said.
With new menu items such as
Caribbean Chicken with fresh
salsa topping and Jamaican
Prawn Salad, Garden Grille will

_____ naiil arivftftwftfnent____

show case several foods that
d e f i n e i n d i v i d u a l i t y and
presentation o f quality food.
"People want fresh foods." said
Steve Archuleta, Garden Grille
Supervisor, "They want to see it
prepared in front of them." Steve
also said he thinks Garden Grille
will get more positive reviews
than Light House did. Claudia
Boiler, Garden Grille Assistant
Supervisor, said, "Everyone will

really enjoy the pasta and grill."
Summer school students have
given “tremendous feedback” on
the new menu item s, “W e’ve
heard that it’s awesom e food,”
Boiler said, “And that we have
the best burgers in town!” She
also mentioned that everyone at
C am pus Di ni ng is l ooki ng
forward to witnessing the patron’s
experien ce at Garden G rille
during the next nine months.
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A stand-up s unique perspective
Nick C oury
M U S IA N !. DAIIY

Jcrt'(4inard is a man ot faith, fami
ly and funny, which he uses as a noun.
edinard, a 22-ycar-old native of
Irvine, is a communications senior. I le
IS also a member of Smile and Nod,
(dd Polys hnprovisational team.
"I really enjoy making people
happy," (dinard said. “Sometimes
you have to be able to put things
into perspective. Stand-up comedy
lets you do that.”
He started doing comedy at 17
when he was a senior in high school.
“Hack m high school, I was defi
nitely one of the guys who liked to
be the center of attention,” Cdinard
said. “Cxmiedy gave me a way to
direct that kind of energy, because
I’ve always been a hyper, crazy kid.”
edinard’s religious beliefs also play
a role with his interest in comedy.
“The joy that 1 have in my life
definitely comes from my relation
ship from (iod,” Cdinard said. “The

freedom I have in Cdirist gives me
the opportunity to look at things
from an exterior point of view,”
Cdinard said.“My content (in com
edy) is a reflection of my faith and
also my desire to appeal to the
widest range of audience.”
C!linard has a comedic prefer
ence, however, and often finds
“original,
intelligent,
sincere
humor” funny.
“When people take the time to
make legitimate observations about
the world around them... twist
them and are able to point out the
absurdity of it all, 1 think that is
hilarious,” Cdinard said. “1 am a
Cdiristian, quarter-Mexican twin
who grew up m Orange Cdninty
with a mom from the Midwest, a
balding father and a sister with
some outrageous dogs; those are the
things I joke about because that is
my life and definitely how I view
the world.”
This view is what Cdinard said
has helped him continue to enjoy
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iniprov with Smile and Nod for the
last four years.
“We get to work together and
build off each other,” he said,
“ linprov is such a different atmos
phere, and it is great because every
one just gets funnier.”
The other members of the team
have definitely helped him with his
love for comedy and iniprov.
“ I’m not the only one on the
team that does stand-up,” he said.
“What has been great about Smile
and Nod is the terrific people (that
I can) just talk about every aspect of
comedy with. They have the same
goal as mine to go out and make
people laugh on a regular basis, and
it’s been great to find people who
also do it in the same way I do.”
edinard’s distinct outlook on the
world has helped him form his
unique view on life.
“We are all put on this Earth to
have a human experience and if we
choOse to have one aspect of that
experience without having the

Jeff Cdinard of Smile and Nod uses his sisters dog (above) as a comedic muse.
other aspects, then we limit our
selves from being human,” he said.
“ Humor is important because it is
such a direct path to that joy (of
being human).”
Cdinard will perform as part of
the Smile and Nod show Saturday

continued from page 3
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It W.1 S necessary to limit touring
to six or seven times a year in order
to raise her children.
“This is my 11th year teaching at
C'al Poly,” Kreitzer said. “C^il I’oly
is a great school.”
Azaret Davies performs as a
singer as well as a pianist. During
her time at C^il Holy she teaches
piano and accompanying.
“She (Azaret Davies) has a beau
tiful voice.” Kreitzer said. “She’s
like a sister to me — one of the
best 111 the world.”
’Hie feeling is mutual.
"I love to work with J.ickie,” Azaret
1).ivies said.” She has a luMiitifuI vtme
and I love playing with her.”
I )uring the recital, however,
Azaret Davies will not be singing.
Instead, she will be playing orches
tral arrangements rearranged for
the piano.
Azaret I )avies has also performed
at a number of local events includ
ing the Oregon Bach Festival,
Cabrillo Festival, Long Beach
Festival and many others.
Her performances have come in
numerous capacities and she has
performed seriously as a singer as
well as a pianist.
The duo has performed in this
manner on numerous occasions,
stating that they like to do it every
couple of years.
“The profits are going to fund
the choir/wind orchestra trip to
Europe, Vienna and Hungary in
July,” Kreitzer said.
Tickets to the recital are $11) for
the public and $(> for senior citi
zens and students.
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University must address the transportation problem
t is 7:30 a.m. on Monday
when my front door swings
open and I am submerged
into another foggy morning. I wres
tle my bike out the door and off the
porch. Too early to be awake and
too cold to be on a bike, I quickly
compmmise my way through down
town as 1 look for the nearest bus
stop. But, when 1 reach the
Kegional Transit (T'nter, five min
utes early, I see three other cyclists
territorially waiting to get tme of
the two spots on the bus’s bike rack.
1 realize 1 am not up for the compe
tition and decide to trek it the rest
of the way to school.
Bv Cirand Avenue I reach an

I

LETTER S
TO THE EDITOR
Y ou’re g o in g after th e
w ron g crow d
Finally, someone seems to share
my opinion of the rape displays that
have been popping up around cam
pus for the two years (going on
three) that I’ve been here.
Don’t get me wrong, I don’t dis
agree with the general message.
Kape is certainly wrong and should
be prevented at all costs.
But walking by these displays is
always a miserable experience. It’s
as if it reaches out and touches me,
which it should. But then it steps
back and says to me “Hello, you’re

Finding a parking spot on campus
uncomfortable level of perspiration
and lose all feeling in my freezing
is often impossible, but lately it is
fingers when a picture pops into my just as difficult to find a place to
mind. I recall the number of signs
park your bike too. C'ongested bike
sporadically placed throughout cam racks, overflowing buses and only
pus last year stating, “Take the bus,
two racks on the front of each bus
carpool or ride your bike.”
have become a problem. Cal Poly
These signs were part of a public
put a lot of money and effort into
relations promotion to motivate C"al convincing us not to drive, but evi
Poly students to consider alternative dently, no one expected us to listen.
transportation to school. Personally,
Every morning students are
the drastic rise in issued parking
forced to snuggle up with their
passes was enough for me to stop
neighbor on the overflowing H a.m.
driving to campus. Pm a college stu bus. Often, people are left behind at
dent; 1 have the ability to brainstorm the stop because the bus is well
alternative methods of transporta
beyond max capacity. Ideally, while
tion. Therefore, the signs were more advertising alternative transportation
of an eye soar than a learning tool.
methods, the university should have

foreseen these situations and dis
cussed a solution with the regional
transit system, such as adding an
additional morning bus to the busy
routes.
Getting to school safely on a bike
can be a challenge, but finding an
empty bike rack is worse. Once
again, this is something C'al Poly
should have taken more into consid
eration. Bike racks from
www.dero.com or
wfww.bikeracks.com range from
$2(M) to $2000 depending on size,
color and artistic designs. The prices
seem reasonable, but if the purchase
of extra racks is too expensive for
our budget, why not use our “Learn

male. You must be a rapist.”
Needless to say, I don’t enjoy
that.
Let me put it this way, I don’t
drink, I don’t smoke, 1 don’t do
drugs and 1 haven’t looked at
another girl since I found my girl
friend about three years ago. If
I’m a potential rapist, we may as
well just put half the human race
in jail right now and be done with
it.
So yes, please do more to pre
vent rape, but don’t go after those
of us who aren’t ever going to do
it, it just weakens your case.

CPSalsa poster should not be
hung in the halls or put in the
homes of those who profess to be
true and loyal to love, no matter
what the standard is elsewhere.
The poster is just one small means
among many that that lead to an
eventual loss o f happiness and
function, both on the individual
and societal level.

Troy K uersten
Aerospace eni^ineerinj^ Junior

T h e C P Salsa p o sters
m u st c o m e d o w n to p re
serve love
This response to the CPSalsa issue

may come a day or two late, but I
feel I need to vocally support
what has been said by some of the
supposed “very small minority.”
1 am glad the posters were cov
ered because of one thing: Such
images engender within me lustful
desires. I admit it — I am a guy,
and I am only human. What is
lust? Encarta defines lust as sexual
desires without associated feelings
of love or affection. Lust is N O T
love. In fact, it has no part in it.
Lust, by nature, is selfish. Love
is selfless. It is beautiful. It is last
ing. It leads to relationships of
commitment and meaning and
one day even my marriage! The
realization of lustful desires will
never lead me to true and lasting
happiness, peace, and joy. You see,
it is so temporary. True love lasts
for eternity.
By small and simple means are
great, often terrible things brought
to past. I have lived long enough
to know that freedom is taken
away in small, sometimes imper
ceptible steps. The C!PSalsa poster
may seem like a small thing to
some, but if I allow such images to
maintain harbor in my mind; if I
entertain lustful desires and selfish
fantasies, I will, small means by
small means lose my personal free
dom — a truly terrible thing. My
judgment will become impaired,
perceptions will become skewed
and 1 will no longer be master of
myself, but the slave to my weak
nesses.
I am careful what I put in my
mind, for one day I will marry
someone that has my trust, my
loyalty, all of my love and none of
my lust. And yes, at that time we
will enjoy a beautiful physical rela
tionship that is a respectful, excit
ing and full outgrowth of love and
affection. Images such as the
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From the vice president
o f Student Affairs
G roup w ill fo r m to
ed u ca te ca m p u s o f red
h an d p rin ts
In light of your story related
ro the red handprints used to
identify where a sexual assault
occurred on campus, I would
like to comment on the univer
sity’s position. Cxmsistent with
university policy, ('al Poly will
continue the practice o f placing
red prints on campus when
reported sexual assaults occur.
All areas of the university cam
pus are subject to this policy and
practice, including the on-cam
pus residence community. A
sexual assault is defined as any
act specified in sections 221),
243.4, 261,262, 264.1,286, 288,
288a, or 289 of the California
Penal CT>de.
A number of students have
called for more education and
awareness related to the signifi
cance of the red handprints. This
is a helpful and welcomed
response. Over the next several
weeks a group of students, staff
and faculty will convene to for-

editor in chief Dan Watson
managing editor Kristen Gate
news editor C'aidin Donnell
assistant news editor Erick Smith
sports editor Frank StranzI
assistant sports editor Chris Gunn
arts&entertainment Mariecar Mendoza
photo editor Sheila Sobchik
photographers Kiel Carreau,

Tom Sanders, Brennan Angel, Paul Meissner,
Michael MuUady
design editor Louise Dolby
assistant design editor Jessica Greenwalt
copy editors Justin Fivella, Emily Rancer
online editor Ryan C'hartrand

by doing” motto and pay Cal Poly
students to design and construct
additional bike racks. Students then
have the opportunity to get creative
and display their work on campus.
Traffic seems to be a problem on
campus every year, and now with
("alifornia Boulevard closed it only
seems worse. Students got the hint
last year with increased parking
prices and congested lots. Now it is
time for the university' to step up
and create a more convenient envi
ronment for those of us who choose
alternative transportation.
Brittany Ridley is a Alnstanj; Daily
staff uriter and music senior

MUSTANG
DAILY

CORRECTIONS
The Mustang Daily staff takes
pride in publishing a daily newspa
per for the Cal Poly campus and
the neighboring community. We
appreciate your readership and are
thankful for your careful reading.
Please send your correction
suggestions to
mustangdaily@gmail.com

mulate a plan of action that
educates and informs the uni
versity community on the histo
ry, purpose and use of the red
handprints. The group will also
suggest creative and moving
ways to display the red hand
prints to enhance education and
awareness related to the preven
tion of sexual assault in the Cal
Poly community.
The education, safety and
w’ell-being of all students is of
paramount importance to the
University. Information, pro
grams and services related to the
prevention of sexual assault are
made available to students
through several departments on
campus. Students interested in
receiving additional information
should contact the SAFER
Program at 7.S6-2282.
I w’ant to thank members of
the C'al Poly student community
and others who have comment
ed on this issue and taken an
active role m the dialogue. I
look forward to sharing the
progress the University will
make on these important issues.
C ornel N. M orton
Vice president for Student Affairs
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Race
continued from page 8

team with a lot of depth. We have an oppor
tunity to do really well this year.”
I )ougherty hopes tliLs years team can grab a
top four finish at the Pre-National Invitational.
“It’s one of our goals and if we are able to
manage our energy and run well, it’s possi
ble,” I )oughherty said.
The Pre-National Invitational is a lOk
race that gives every participating team a
chance to qualify for the main event on
November 21 on the same course at Indiana
State. Any team that does not qualify will
have one more shot at nationals via their
regional qualifying meet.
Last year’s Mustangs finished lOth in
nationals and this year’s team is led by senior
captain Brandon Collins, redshirt freshman
Troy Swier and junior transfer Brian Baker.
Dougherty spoke of a speech given by
sponsored by:

Collins before the team left for Saturday’s
race that motivated everyone to be selfless
and put individual accolades aside.
“This is definitely the most unified team
I have ever been on and that unity should
really help us in our race,” Swier said.
The Mustangs finished in first place at
their last race at UC' Riverside and in fourth
place in the Roy (iriak Invitational on
September 24. Some of the top teams in the
nation also competed at the CJriak invite,
including Wisconsin and Brigham Young
University.
“The guys have really progressed since our
last race and we’ve been moving in a positive
direction every day,” C'onover said.
The team will have to bring its best efforts
Saturday as it will be competing against the
top teams in the nation all vying for the
podium.
“We can run with the best teams in the
country, and now that we’re fit, anything is
possible,” Conover said.

- V, -X

couRTi-sv moro
Cal Poly’s pack-running style has proved successful this season and in past years. Though
the Mustangs lack a top individual competitor, they place well as a team.

Busted?

Jeffrey Stulberg

O n e m is t a k e s h o u ld n 't c o s t y o u y o u r f u t u r e .

A Law C o rp .

In itia l c o n s u lta tio n a lw a y s fre e .
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Crossword

27 Cornerstone
word
28 Wool source
29 Author Rand
30 Sober
32 “Bwana Devil"
was the first one
34 Happy-go-lucky
36 They may be
turnoffs. Abbr.
39 Fine, in
slapstick
40 Ballpark figs
41 Unstable lepton
42 Temple part
43 Realizes
44 Approached
rapidly
45 Cousin of a
chickadee
46 Frank Sinatra’s
“Meet Me at the

1 Gallery sign
8 It may lead to
cooler heads
14 Stupid creep,
slangily
16 Near-slave
worker
17 Ape
18 Catalog
19 1993 A.L,
batting champ
John
20 Year the
National
University of
Mexico was
founded
22 Price abbr
23 More likely to
please
24 Newport rival
w
25 Tamiroff of “For
Whom the Bell 47 Fritz of the
Tolls"
Chicago
Symphony
26 Suffix with social
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48 Bag holder
50 Period of
greatest
success
52 Unrestrained
parties
53 Look
54 Fake
55 Architects' work
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WALKER

IKTOBERFEST

DOWN

Unbreathable
part of an
atmosphere
! Kind of TV
I Come into one’s
own
l Firewood
measures
i “It’s a ll__ '
(“I can’t
remember")
I Installed
' Tennessee
River tributary
t Announcement
at the table
I Start of a
Mozart title
I Daughter of
Hypenon
Shipping
charges?
! Exposure
I Loses one’s
cod
i Site of a
pitchers’ lineup’
Easily-used
people
1Substantially
(in)
i J a i__
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Affordable
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PRESENTED 6T NEW ROCK 107.^ AND FIRESTONE WALKER FINE ALES
ALL BEER PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT NOSPICE OF SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTT
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FROM11:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.

«If

FEATURING TRIO INTERNATIONALE (COVER POLKA BAND), RESINAIION (REGGAE BAND) & SIKO
EVENT LOCATED AT FIRESTONE WALKHI BREWING (OHPANT AT 1400 RANADA DRIVE IN PASi) ROBLES

U

Puni» by tiharry 0. ft •chats

27 Chrysler
Building
architect William
Van___
28 Charge
30 Seymour__ ,
the Father of
Supercomputing
31 Pardner’s rrwunt
33 “__ goes"

34 Bygone haircut
35 Old armory
stock
37 Adored
38 Causes of some
domestic
disturbances
Trader Vic
invention
43 Au contraire

44 French royal
called “Le Bon."
and others
46 College figure
47 “Coridanus"
setting
49 More musically
51 It comes in
many vols.

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656. $1.20 a minute or with a
credit card 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available lor the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS
Online subscriptions Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($34 95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.com4earning/xwords

TKKETS ARE AVAILABLE FOR $u.(o/EACH AT ALL VALLITIX OUTLETS, CHARGE AT
ONLINE AT VALLITIX.COM OR AT ElTlIER FIRESTONE WALKER LOCATION TKKETS INCLUDE ADMISSION,
i/ z LITER STEIN AND EVENT T-SHIRT (FOR THE FIRST 1.0 0 0 PEOPLE THROUGH THE DOOR)

IREirONE UALKERANDNEH ROCK
REMINOrOU TODRINKREiPONl DLY
AND NEVER DRINK AND DR VE.
nutr BEATliAET21lU K Of Adi TOA1TCND.
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CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Swim Instructor Lifegaurds

Announcing the practice of
Michelle Matoff LCSW,
BCD (License Clinical Social
Worker, Board Certified Diplomat),
specializing in the treatment of
Anorexia, Bulimia. Compulsive
Overeating, Excercise Addiction,
interpersonal distress, coping
with transition, and bereavement
17 years of experience
Immediate openings
(805) 354-4823

Teach lessons! Must be good with
kids. Training will be provided
5 Cities Swim Cluo
(805) 481-6399
MESA ENGINEERING Program is
hiring math/science/engr. major
interested in tutoring high school
and middle school students
Email Humza at;
cazmuh@yahoo.com

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Metro Cafe

SLO downtown centre
Breakfast, lunch, dinner, and
desserts!
15% off all students

CAMPUS CLUBS
Got a flip side?
Join Pilipino Cultural Exchange!
www.pceslo.com
Got anything to sell? 756-1143

HOMES FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

HORSES OK!
Santa Margarita Ranchetta
25 min to SLO, 1 3/4 bath.
1580 sq ft home with
Spa & Huge Deck
$459.000
Adobe Realty
Contact Alex: (805) 543-2693

Lost keys on red carabiner
Reward $30
(805) 550-6685

Classified Ads Website

Featured Ads. graphics, website
links, and more...
wwAw.mustangdaily.net

Cingular LG phone found at
Volleyball game.
Contact: (805) 234-2348
Watch found near bldg, busstop
mschuste@calpoly.edu
(805) 462-2412
Lost and Found ads are FREE!
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M e n s ŒOSS œ u n tr v travels to T erra H a u te
G arrett Leight

what kind of precipitation you’re
going to get.”
“(xiacli ((Ainover) had us really
Let tlie races begin.
tailor our workouts to what we are
This weekend the C'al Poly men’s
up against this weekend,” junior
cross-country team will take to the
Shane Dougherty said. “We’ve been
course in Terry Haute, Ind. at the
running on thick grass and really
Pre-National Invitational, the most
emphasizing being fit for this race.”
important race of the season thus far.
Conover says that being physical
The Mustanp are ranked No. 10
ly fit is the key to success. “When
in the nation according to the
you’re fit, it doesn’t matter what race
Mondo
your runMUMANC. DAIIY

cross-
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■

Y

KIEL CARREAU MUSTANG OAIIY

jean Carlos Reyes chases a UC Santa Barbara player in Cal
Poly’s 3-1 loss to the Gauchos on Sept. 28.

tfl

111,

country
n o m a tte r
lliis year’s team is focused
ranki ngs
w h a t p a rt
and
the
and ready to take it to the
of
th e
team
is
next level.
95
CO u n t r y ,
looking to
n o m a tte r
i m prove
— SHANE DOUGHERTY
w h a t
on
last
C;iU)SS C : O U N T K Y , J U N I O R
c o 11 d i Kith
tio n s , n o
place finish.
matter what type of course, you’re
There will he 73 teams compet
going to run well.”
ing in Saturday’s big race, which will
C'onover said his team is physical
be run on the LaVerne (iibson
ly prepared.
Championship Cross Country
He added that getting his team
C'ourse. C'onditions will be rough,
physically prepared will be impor
something the Mustangs have been
tant because it allows the team to get
training for in the past two weeks.
mentally prepared with confidence.
However, being on the West C'oast,
“This years’ team is focused and
the course is tough to simulate.
ready to take it to the next level,”
“T he courses in the Midwest are
Dougherty said. “ It’s important that
true cross country courses,” coach
no one is selfish, we have a great
Mark Conover said. “The conditions
can play a factor, you never know
see Race, page 7
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COURIKSY PHi)TO

Junior Matt Johnsrud leads a pack at the UC Santa Barbara l^agoon Open. He finished 5th at the meet with
a time of 24:52.9, 24 seconds behind the winner, Santa Barbaras Mike C’havez.

Amty Couj^hlin is a senior from Larortiie, IVj'i»., and unit he com fect race always involves pain, and lots of it. But instead of sub
peting at the l*re-National Iniitational in Terra Haute, Ind. for the mitting to the pam, you conquer it. never letting up until
Mustangs.
you’ve crossed the finish line. No one can tell you that the
months of preparation were not worth it, because you have
The best feeling in cross country is crossing the finish line seen them pay off. The dream of this race pulls you through
knowing you’ve run the perfect race. Somewhere between the rough Tuesday workouts; the memory of this race keeps you
starting gun and the finish chute, you stretch yourself farther coming back for more...
than you ever thought possible.
A famous runner once said “It’s at the borders of pain and
I V.uV uninr.mustan^daily.net later this weehend to check out more
suffering that the men are separated from the boys.” The per from the cross countr)' team after the l*re-\ational Invitational.

The men's soccer team t.akes on UC Davis at 5
p.m. in Mustang Stidium. The Mustangs have
dropped tha*c in a row, losing consecutive Big
West matches to UC Santa Barbara. C'al State
Northridge and UC Irvine. Meanwhile, the
vol l e yAggies are 2-1 in their past three contests.
j,j||
They notched wins against Cal State
takes on the
Fullerton and UC Riverside at home
University of
and lost 2-0 to Sacramento State at
Pacific at 7 p m
Hornet Field. Cal Poly beat
in Mott (ivm. The
Sacramento 4-1 at home on
Tigers are 9-7 overall
Sept. 23. Moses Venegas leads
3 .,
the Musungs offensively
c:onference play. The
with four goals. The
Tigers are coming off conAggies have three tied
secutive wins against UC
with two goals
Riverside, UC. Davis and C'al
apiece. Cal Poly is
State Northridge. C'al Poly beat
4-7 overall and
Riverside earlier this season and
0-3 in Big
plays Northridge Saturday at 7 p.m. in
West play.
Mott Ciym. While the Mustangs are led
Davis is
senior Vanessa Culliam, one of the top
offensive players in the Big West, the Tigers
rely heavily on senior Ashley Ciroothuis.
Saturday the Mustangs take on Northridge.
Northridge is 3-13 overall and 1-3 in conference
■ play.
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Kylie Atherstone, left, and Nicole Bertotti get up for the
block against Long Beach State on Oct. 1.
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